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Editorial

Chilling in the swamp 
Feeling stressed? Too many conservationists seem to be. Stress is an occupational 
hazard in our frantic lives helping wildlife, and recent political events have upped 
the angst. Yet the Brexit authors in this edition are broadly hopeful. Farm support 
will be re-cast and agricultural output will be downplayed, they suggest. In its place, 
‘benefits’ might well be the focus for public funds. We’ve been harping on about 
ecosystem services (or benefits) for years - maybe their time has come. Abstract 
debate about benefits could now become reality, with pollination, flood resilience, 
soil maintenance, wildlife enhancement and other such goodies being part of the 
case for attracting funds.

Exiting the EU provides the excuse to dampen down the effects of agricultural 
support, but it provides the excuse to unleash dark forces, including against nature. 
Our contributor Peter Shirley notes that legal protection of bats and great-crested 
newts is already being questioned by business lobbies. Will the Government continue 
to squeeze funds for the environment and push more deregulation, despite wanting 
to sound green and caring? This is what we must be alert to. It might be gradual 
and insidious in Britain, but it is blatant in the US, as a new President boasts about 
slashing public funds across most sectors, dubbed as ‘draining the swamp’. But 
like public services, swamps are complex. A crude interference with them could be 
counterproductive and bring unforeseen trouble.

Okay, so these are unsettling times, but we work alongside nature. We should 
commune with it, love it, let it work its spells on us. We must find time to de-stress 
at our swamps and our equivalent bits of paradise amongst the natural world. We 
promote nature as a health-cure, so let’s take our own advice, and aim for less stress 
in 2017 as we face new challenges.

Finally, this is the end of an era for ECOS. We become web-based, fully, in 2017. 
Some readers cherish the volumes on their shelves, and there are regrets, as we 
leave the book form for good. There will be six issues coming to your inbox from 
2017. Like now, some will be themed, some more of a mix. The content should 
feel similar, with an independent spirit, so the ECOS brand will live on. The format 
will allow reader comments on articles, and debate to unfold. Harnessing readers’ 
ideas will bring fresh voices to ECOS, and new vibes as we pursue BANC’s aim of 
‘challenging conservation’ together, and watch over our swamps.
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Brexit blues for greens?
After decades of seeing the EU as a bit of an ally in trying to get a reluctant UK 
government to live up to reasonable environmental standards, it might seem a stretch 
to try to suck opportunity out of the Brexit vote. This article looks at signs of hope for 
nature in Britain’s future outside the European Union. 

TONY WHITBREAD

So we’re leaving the EU, what now?
Environmental regulation is so tied up in its EU background that it could leave us 
with a complete dogs-breakfast while we try to sort it out. A temporary (maybe 
permanent) weakening could leave plenty of opportunity for the powers of darkness 
to sweep-away the ‘constraints’ they’ve been complaining about for years and 
build whatever development is on their mind at the moment. Even if environmental 
regulation doesn’t actually change I suspect a simple switch of mood could still 
result in slippage of protection.

And then there’s agri-environment payments. Generations of us have tried to get 
land-based incentives pushed more towards delivering environmental gain. It may 
not seem much, but many of our greatest wildlife assets would not be there now if 
it wasn’t for the support to wildlife-friendly farming and conservation management. 
You may claim we have a vested interest, but most wildlife conservation organisations 
are only able to maintain the nature conservation assets we have because of agri-
environment payments. I remember the time before these were available - the best 
we could do was just monitor the decline of wildlife even on our own nature reserves.

It may be hard to wipe away the Brexit blues but in nature conservation we should 
be used to extracting opportunity from dire situations. The political background to 
any situation rarely favours the environment so maybe things aren’t all that different 
to normal.

A mandate for environmental improvement?
Call me a ‘rose-tinted optimist’ but the fact that polls after the referendum showed 
that people, on both sides of the EU fence, are in favour of environmental protection 
that is as good as or better than what was achieved in the EU does give me hope. 
If democracy means anything (a genuine question?), then politicians should realise 
that they have a mandate or requirement to improve regulation not weaken it. 

Whilst agri-environment payments may have helped in practical nature conservation, 
this was swimming against a huge CAP tide. Maybe our modest efforts in holding 
the ground with agri-environment money would not have been so important if the 
CAP had worked better in the first place. Paying farmers just to farm was a scandal, 
in the end not even doing farming any favours – the majority of farmers voted to 
leave the EU. Nature conservation was effectively just surviving on the marginal 

payments of a flawed approach. Maybe the opportunity now is not for just a slightly 
modified CAP – but a fundamental change of direction. 

From farm trails to ecosystem trails?
The only justification for receiving public money is to provide public benefit. Whilst 
a secure food producing industry is a public benefit, the support given to this 
under the old CAP was out of proportion to the public benefit it provided. Against 
other priorities, such as the beleaguered NHS, a food security argument starts to 
sound hugely over-stated. However, investment in public benefit from land-based 
industries covers a much wider range of activities than just supporting an industry 
that should be far more capable of supporting itself.

Investment in nature and the benefits provided by nature provides a far stronger 
justification for public support. Investment in natural capital and payment for the 
ecosystem services provided could be the practical ways of implementing a public 
benefits approach. Public payment should be focused on where the market fails 
and our economic system lets us down. Whether natural flood management, 
pollination, carbon sequestration or a multiplicity of other unseen services – if we 
don’t get financial support to them then we won’t receive them at the scale that 
society requires. 

How you measure, and therefore pay for these benefits might be a problem. So 
measure what you know works. An area with high biodiversity (that’s biodiversity in 
its proper sense – richness of species, habitats and natural processes) is an area most 
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Brexit and nature – 
looking for silver linings
Leaving the European Union is likely to have significant repercussions for nature and land 
use in the UK. With the uncertainty comes the risk that changes will be accompanied by a 
weakening of protection for wildlife conservation. However there are also opportunities, 
especially surrounding the loss of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the chance to 
reframe farming and land-use policy to deliver genuine public benefits at a landscape scale. 

MIKE TOWNSEND

In March 2017 ‘article 50’ will be triggered and the clock starts ticking on the UK 
exit from the EU. The impacts of exit on land use and nature conservation depend 
on a number of factors:

•	 The	chosen	exit	model	and	relationship	with	the	EU	and	other	trading	nations;

•	 The	treatment	of	enacted	UK	legislation	based	on	EU	Directives	and	any	new	
legislation	which	may	need	to	be	put	in	place;

•	 The	way	in	which	agricultural	and	rural	payments	are	treated	following	the	loss	
of	the	Common	Agricultural	Policy	(CAP);

•	 The	general	state	of	the	economy	and	availability	of	government	funding	for	the	
environment	and	other	land	use;	and

•	 The	extent	to	which	devolved	governments	choose	different	options	for	support	
for the environment and other land uses.

Although it is unlikely that there will be significant changes to UK environmental 
legislation during the period of negotiation, the civil service will begin to draft 
legislation in anticipation. It is also possible that a Framework Act could be passed 
which would ensure the continuation of some current legislation to operate beyond 
the point of exit, particularly where this is linked to measures in EU Directives. 
Preparations must be alert to some known changes to policy relating to the natural 
environment, but also a range of unknown or uncertain factors.

Options for exit
The two broad options for exit are to become part of the European Free Trade 
Agreement (EFTA) and join the European Economic Area (EEA), which would 
continue to provide access to the single market, or a more complete separation 
and the creation of independent trading relations with Europe and the rest of 
the world. 

likely to be delivering a wide range of ecosystem services. So measure, and pay for 
biodiversity – it’s a proxy measure for functional ecosystems.

Environmental economy 
Some see any mention of natural capital as a black art – putting a price on 
nature and giving in to the money men. The opposite is the case – this would be 
‘naturalising the economy’ not ‘monetising nature’. It’s our economic system that 
needs to change to incorporate the value of nature – not the environment that 
needs to change to fit with economics. The opposite of investing in natural capital 
is not investing in natural capital. If the economic compass is not re-set then we will 
continue paying for damage rather than benefit. 

On the other hand some farmers might worry about reducing income from food 
production. But farmers have a far stronger argument for support when providing 
public benefit than they do for simply supporting them as an industry. This should 
open up more opportunity, not less. And maybe free them up so they can look at 
more options rather than the current prescriptive approach. ‘Subsidy’ will always be 
limited, but high returns on investment sounds like a deal to attract more funds, 
not a cost to be reduced. Some natural river catchment management approaches 
deliver 60 to 1 returns. 

Enhancing and defending nature
We live in a cultural landscape and much public funding will be focused on how to 
manage land in ways that deliver most public benefit. So management, whether 
farming, forestry or conservation, may still dominate the landscape. But not 
everywhere. Rewilding, the increased use of natural processes and putting back 
the nature we’ve been removing for centuries could be an equal or better way 
of producing environmental benefit in many circumstances. If rewilding produces 
public benefit, and there is ample evidence that it does, then why shouldn’t it 
receive public investment? 

Brexit gives us the opportunity and the requirement to come up with far better 
solutions to the way we manage land. With 60% of our species reducing, 30% of 
our ecosystem services in decline, and many more existing in a degraded state, we 
need to restore and enhance the natural world, not just defend it. With aberrant 
incentives paying for environmental damage, with farmers being some of the most 
over-worked, underpaid, undervalued people around – no one can claim that minor 
tweaks are all that are needed as we consider new schemes for farming and wildlife.

Tony Whitbread is Chief Executive of Sussex Wildlife Trust. tonywhitbread@sussexwt.org.uk
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Enduring problems
The protection of species, habitats and sites provided in the UK as a result of the 
Birds and Habitats Directives is threatened by any of the approaches to leaving the 
EU. As sites under Natura 2000 (SACs and SPAs) would no longer continue to meet 
the definition of European Sites they would in effect disappear as a designation. 
However all Natura sites are also Emerald sites under the Bern Convention, which 
would persist, and this may be a mechanism by which continued protection could be 
maintained. All SAC/SPAs are also SSSIs and so would be covered by UK legislation. 

Protection measures for nature conservation through the planning system and in relation 
to infrastructure development are not affected by leaving the EU, so whilst the familiar 
problems persist, they are not changed for better or worse as a result of exit. 

Whilst alterations to trading relationships may affect movement of plant material, 
in general it seems unlikely that leaving the EU will not in itself have any additional 
impact on pests and pathogens or invasive species entering the UK. Measures to 
improve biosecurity and control in relation to a range of potential disease and 
pest pathways will remain critical under any future trading arrangement with both 
Europe and the rest of the world. 

The future for agriculture
Agri-environment and other payments under the CAP have had limited impact on 
halting wildlife impacts and overall has often supported management practices 

Under either of those scenarios the UK would lose:

•	 Common	Agricultural	Policy	(CAP

•	 Habitats	Directive;	including	Special	Areas	of	Conservation	(SACs)

•	 Birds	Directive:	including	Special	Protection	Areas	(SPAs)

•	 Floods	Directive

•	 Bathing	Waters	Directive

If the UK becomes a member of the EFTA it would continue to be bound by:

•	 Water	Framework	Directive

•	 Nitrates	Directive

•	 Environmental	Impacts	Directive

•	 Ambient	Air	Quality	Directive

•	 Urban	Waste	Water	Directive

Compliance to legislation by EFTA Member States is monitored by the EFTA 
Surveillance Authority, who can use the domestic court processes or can take 
Members States to the EFTA Court which has similar powers to the Court of Justice 
of the European Union (CJEU). Even outside the EEA the UK may be required to 
comply with some of the legislation as part of bilateral trading agreements. 

The UK would also of course continue to be party to other international agreements 
such as rules under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) which would 
affect issues such as levels of farm support which might affect trade.

In addition the UK has international commitments:

•	 Convention	on	Biological	Diversity	-	Aichi	biodiversity	targets	2011-2020

•	 United	Nations	Framework	on	Climate	change	-	Paris	Climate	Change	
Agreement 2015

•	 UN	Sustainable	Development	Goals	2030

•	 Bonn	Convention	1979	(on	the	conservation	of	migratory	species	of	wild	animals)

•	 Bern	Convention	1979	(on	the	Conservation	of	European	Wildlife	and	
Natural Habitats)

Local benefits from a wildlife friendly landscape: Gloucestershire cheese linked to hay meadow management.
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In the longer term some of these changes may result in income streams which make 
them largely or wholly self-funding, in other cases continued public funding could 
nonetheless provide measurable overall public benefit. 

In more productive lowland areas food production is likely to continue to be a 
priority and agri-environment payments should be targeted to ensure that wildlife 
can thrive even within intensively farmed landscapes. This is critical both to mitigate 
environmental impacts of agriculture and support productive farming through the 
provision of shelter and shade, support for pollination services, reduction of soil 
erosion and the like. 

Both less productive land re-purposed around wider public benefits, and productive 
agricultural land managed sustainably for food production should be part of a 
wider strategic view of land use which ensures that public benefits at a landscape 
scale are fully recognised. This includes making the whole landscape amenable to 
the movement of species in order that they can survive and adapt to environmental 
change and other pressures. 

Were we starting from a position where nature was fully protected and thriving, 
the prospects of dismantling EU structures and support would be a more worrying 
prospect. While the EU provides many environmental benefits particularly at a pan-
European level, the state of the natural environment remains woeful. We are faced 
with the reality of exit from the EU and notwithstanding the need to avoid losing 
ground on protection, we should grasp opportunities from the necessity of change. 

Mike Townsend is a Principal Advisor at the Woodland Trust. The views expressed in this article 
are those of the author. miketownsend@woodlandtrust.org.uk

which work against the interest of nature and the environment. Across Europe the 
CAP was intended to maintain farmers on the land and retain rural communities 
through direct support for production and wider support for rural development. 

Nonetheless, in most of Europe the CAP has failed to halt rural depopulation and 
large areas have seen land abandonment. In the UK whilst rural populations have 
not been significantly depleted in absolute terms there has been a marked shift 
in demographics. In general the younger generation have moved to urban areas 
whilst those in later middle age and retirement have moved in to rural areas. The 
average age of farmers, particularly in less favoured areas (LFAs), mostly the uplands,  
has increased.

Those farmers and farms outside the most productive lowland areas are reliant on 
farm subsidies. In most upland areas farm subsidies represent over half of farm 
income and farming businesses would be unlikely to survive in their current form 
without continued direct support. 

Given competing needs on scarce funds, agriculture may not have a strong claim on 
the ‘Brexit dividend’, the money we no longer send to Europe and which could be 
reallocated to a range of causes, including for instance the health service. However, in 
many parts of the UK farming has a strong political and cultural influence on policy.

Public support for agriculture – a new deal?
There has been an increasing debate around the purposes of public support for 
agriculture and the need for land use which supports a greater degree of public 
benefits. This includes discussion of natural flood risk management, rewilding, 
increased woodland cover, recreational benefits, and carbon storage. Reports from 
the Natural Capital Committee have highlighted the value of other uses for marginal 
land and the importance of the natural environment to the national economy, and 
discussion of payment for ecosystem services has suggested other approaches to 
paying for land use change and the benefits it might bring. 

The loss of the CAP, whilst creating uncertainty, offers possibilities for the expansion 
of wildlife management and for a more imaginative and strategic approach to land 
use. In most cases current direct farm support generates very little demonstrable 
pubic benefit and can produce disbenfits, for instance loss of biodiversity, soil 
erosion and flood risk. There is an opportunity to move away from direct payments 
based on area farmed, in favour of payments which clearly reflect the delivery of a 
range of public benefits. 

In agriculturally marginal areas, including most of the uplands, payments could 
be used to overcome market barriers for an increase in the contribution of land 
to wildlife, access, water quality, flood resilience, and carbon benefits. This might 
include an expansion in native tree and woodland cover and creation and 
restoration of open habitats. It could also include adoption of ‘rewilding’ or greater 
use of natural processes in marginally productive areas as a cost effective form of 
land management.

Countryside benefits at the meat counter - understanding the local food and its landscape links. 
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chapter of EU law alone.1 In fact one third of all EU law is environmental. The laws 
are by no means perfect, but unpicking them may be impossible. Ministers have 
said that at least some will be translated into UK law, but of course we do not know 
which, and we will no longer be answerable to anyone for proper implementation 
and compliance. Some, such as CAP payments in relation to Natura 2000 sites, will 
not translate from European to UK law.

It will be some time before we even know how much needs to be done. The terms 
of our new relationship with the EU will dictate this. For example, certain trade 
agreements, such as membership of the European Free Trade Association, favoured 
by the ‘soft’ brexiteers, bring with them obligations (but no influence) under EU law 
for the participants. Many of these are related to environmental and other safeguards 
and are designed to prevent unfair competition. In that case some existing provisions 
would presumably continue. What is being described as ‘hard Brexit’ would leave 
things completely open. We could, of course, end up with a policy and legal vacuum, 
whereby EU laws no longer apply but nothing replaces them. 

Keeping and improving the legal framework
The Government’s ‘big idea’ is the Great Repeal Act. The headline for this is that 
it will transfer EU law into UK law, but the reality and the detail is less clear. At 
best the Act seems to be a cross between pick-and-mix legislation for parliament, 
whereby MPs will be able to keep or discard elements of their choosing, and every 
minister’s Christmas and birthdays rolled into one: they will be able to introduce 
secondary legislation related to the Act, none of which will require parliamentary 
scrutiny (the so-called Henry VIII rules). In any case Andrea Leadsom, appearing 
before the Environmental Audit Committee which is investigating both the future 
of the natural environment and the future of environmental land management 
after the Referendum result, said that it would be ‘impractical’ to move between a 
quarter and a third of EU law into UK law.  

How do we cut through this Gordian knot? Perhaps by concentrating more on what 
we want legislation to achieve and less on its source. We need to continue working 
for a stronger, more relevant and more effective legal framework to protect nature. 
This may be achieved by a combination of retaining the best EU provisions, discarding 
those which are outdated or do not work so well for us, and introducing new laws. 
What we are dealing with is a change of context within which we are pursuing policy 
and legislative goals, whether those relate to agriculture, fishing, forestry or protected 
species and areas. It must also not be forgotten that we have other international 
obligations, including the Berne Convention and the Biodiversity Convention. 

Remain for Nature – losing and having your cake
Most of the environmental and nature conservation world argued strongly 
for remaining in the EU, believing that the existing legislative and funding 
arrangements are likely to be better than anything with which the UK would 
replace them. Now many of them are saying that leaving the EU has created an 
opportunity to improve things, a somewhat contradictory position. So, what are 
some of the pluses and minuses? 

Brexit’s impact on nature 
conservation: a delight, 
disaster or diversion?
The implications of Brexit are complex even just for terrestrial wildlife conservation. This 
article discusses some of the strategic issues facing nature conservation as the reality of 
leaving the EU sinks in. 

PETER SHIRLEY

The conservation world is heavily focused on the legislative, regulatory and funding 
challenges posed by the United Kingdom leaving the European Union. In this field, 
as in many other strands of Brexit, no one knows what is going to happen, still less 
what the mechanisms of change will be. Even so, there has been a flurry of position 
statements, conferences, and lobbying. 

Whilst some who voted to leave quote EU ‘red tape’ as one of the reasons for 
so doing, the conservation movement is busy unrolling what those people would 
see as replacement red tape. As is the modern way the challenges are seen as 
opportunities, in this case to achieve more appropriate and effective legislation than 
that which we now have. Alongside this are concerns about replacing EU funding, 
such as the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), including Countryside Stewardship, 
and structural funds, and programmes like LEADER and LIFE.

On the funding side, in practice nothing is going to change very quickly. Existing 
EU funding commitments will be met and indeed new ones are still coming on 
stream, such as the £5m Marches Mosses BogLIFE project in Shropshire, announced 
in October. Applications to EU funds can be made for another year, and the 
Government has said that all commitments will be honoured. The Treasury has 
somewhat ambivalently said that EU funding for all structural and investment 
funds, including agri-environment schemes signed after the Autumn Statement 
and which continue after we have left the EU, will be guaranteed providing they 
provide strong value for money, and are in line with domestic strategic priorities (my 
italics). The details, including what constitutes good value for money, are yet to be 
confirmed, and the further information on continuation or replacement of the CAP 
promised in the Autumn Statement was not provided.

On the legislative side the position is much more complicated and even less clear. 
Currently we have a combination of UK, devolved and EU legislation, built up over 
decades. (In the rest of this article ‘UK’ will be used to indicate both the UK itself 
and the four devolved nations). There are more than 200 laws in the environmental 
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Talking of imperfections, the loss of the CAP might be a bad thing for wildlife. This 
will be especially the case if the amount of money going to farming and other rural 
enterprises is severely reduced. It is hard enough to persuade some farmers to help 
wildlife under the current system, how much harder will it be if they feel cheated 
(even though apparently a majority of them voted for it) by our withdrawal from 
the EU? Many farmers might resist ecological constraints when they find themselves 
competing in world markets against the still subsidised EU farmers.

A new chance for farming reform
Most opinion seems to think the opposite however, so turning that last point 
around what might be the potentially positive aspects of the situation. Could it be 
third time lucky for wildlife in the farmed environment? First time around (at least in 
my limited experience of this field) we had headage payments and guaranteed crop 
prices. These of course led to exploitation of otherwise marginal land, overstocking, 
especially in the uplands, and grain, butter, and other mountains of surplus crops. 
The second phase, which is still with us, gives us payments based on land occupancy 
and ownership. This has produced what some see as the scandal of millionaire large 
land	owners,	 including	a	Saudi	prince	and	 the	Queen,	mopping	up	a	 significant	
proportion	 of	 the	 available	 cash.	 Reform	 could	 give	 us	 a	 third	 phase;	 payments	
based on specific outcomes and outputs, at least for environmental and ecological 
good practice and benefits.  

What must be resolved from nature’s point of view is that last year CAP payments in 
the UK totalled £3.1b, but the latest ‘State of Nature’ report shows that 56% of our 
species are declining. Only a small proportion of those CAP payments go directly to 
nature conservation schemes, but farming affects water and air quality as well as 
woods, meadows and soils. These in turn impact on wildlife populations.

Taking the negative view first, we seem to be in danger of losing a huge body of 
purpose- and evidence-based law and regulation. This has given us the system of 
protected sites under the Natura 2000 banner, in particular SPAs and SACs, and 
domestic legislation flowing from the adoption of the Habitats and Birds Directives. 
Species too are protected at the European level, for example bats, dolphins, 
dormice and great-crested newts. From the point of view of businesses, harmonised 
laws and regulations provide certainty and stability in an otherwise volatile trading 
environment. To have one lot of compliance in the EU and another in the UK will 
not be welcome. 

Of more direct concern is the threat that when and if these laws are reformed 
in the UK we will be left with weaker wildlife protection. In any case legislation 
means nothing if there is not effective regulation and enforcement, including both 
incentives to go beyond mere compliance, and sanctions for breaking the law. The 
current approach of an emasculated Natural England for a ‘light touch’ gives no 
confidence that reformed legislation, whether weaker or stronger, will be worth the 
effort.  Some comfort may be taken though from the other principal environmental 
regulator, the Environment Agency, which is keen that progress related, for instance, 
to water and air quality is not reversed.

As for strong and independent watchdogs, a traditional role for the NGOs is to hold 
the Government and others to account. This Government’s attitude to both their 
own agencies and the NGOs threatens to muzzle them. There has for some time 
been a resistance to charities campaigning about, commenting on and challenging 
Government policies and practices. The right-wing press, and many politicians, have 
been waging war and introducing bureaucratic procedures on this once accepted, 
and still entirely legitimate, function. They use pseudo-scandals about salaries, 
fundraising and membership recruitment as an excuse.

Linked to the above is the overall economic and political context, both in Britain and 
more generally in the world. Reforming laws and regulations will be seen by many 
neo-liberals to be their opportunity to ease what they perceive to be unnecessary 
and unfair constraints on businesses, to reduce public expenditure, and to generally 
shrink Government’s involvement in nature conservation (and other public goods). 
The Countryside Land and Business Association (CLA) is, for example, campaigning 
for changes to the legal protection of bats and great-crested newts. Also, if leaving 
the EU has the disastrous effects upon the economy prophesied by many then 
austerity will bite deeper and deeper. Should this be the case, all the fine words, 
promises and legal provisions will not mean very much without the resources to 
implement them and ensure compliance. 

Another aspect of the potentially negative consequences of leaving the EU is that 
wildlife itself knows no boundaries. The larger an area over which the same laws, 
policies and practices can be implemented the more effective they tend to be. (The 
EU is far from perfect of course - witness the annual slaughter of birds in Malta). 
The time and effort reaching agreement also makes the resulting legal framework 
more stable and gives people more confidence in it.

The floristic edge effect of agri-environment - will it be part of the Brexit landscape?
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conservation NGOs and the CLA are all calling for more or less the same thing, 
or at least the same mechanism to achieve their aspirations, surely for once we 
can progress through consensus rather than combat? Another reason for trying to 
bring these two strands together is that Defra often only gets one major bill in each 
parliament. 

Finally, the new Environment Minister, Andrea Leadsom has reiterated the 2011 
White Paper’s2 statement by saying: “I want us to be the first generation to leave 
our natural environment in a better state than we found it”. This in itself is an 
improvement on Margaret Thatcher’s “full repairing lease” comment which implied 
no real change. 

Reasons to be upbeat?
I think that what all this means is that, in this context, leaving the EU is certainly 
not a delight, probably not a disaster, and is more of a diversion than anything else. 
Existing long term aims for appropriate legislation and funding support should still 
be pursued. They override shorter term considerations about who is making and 
enforcing the laws, and holding the purse strings. Living in interesting times can 
bring both benefits and disadvantages, opportunities lost and opportunities gained. 
The important thing is to maintain a clear vision and pursue realistic objectives 
which will achieve that vision. If Lawton3 called for things to be ‘bigger, better and 
more joined up’, maybe our legislative goals now should be ‘reformed, effective 
and more appropriate’.
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On the positive side though, public opinion seems to remain firmly on the side 
of wildlife. All the evidence is that a majority of both ‘leavers’ and ‘remainers’ is 
against weakening protective legislation. There may even be an appetite for the 
UK strengthening its ‘own’ laws in this field as part of what some talk of as ‘taking 
back control’. 

Plans and policies – about to emerge?
It is good that the Government apparently remains committed to producing a 
25-year plan for the environment as announced in February. Leaving the EU has 
though introduced a delay in the preparation of this, as set out in a letter from 
Defra to stakeholders in July. In this they said: “[Defra wants] to reassure you that 
Government is committed to developing a long-term plan for the environment. The 
reason for the delay is because the outcome of the EU referendum vote provides us 
with the opportunity to expand the scope of the plan to consider a long-term vision 
for the type of environment we want in Britain outside of the EU.” This, of course, 
may just be Civil Service Sir Humphrey-speak for “We are going to abandon or 
water down our original ideas”: neither developing the plan, nor a new long-term 
vision, means something better as opposed to something different. 

At the same time the major nature conservation NGOs are calling for a number of 
reforms, including: 

•	 A new policy for the countryside - UK Governments to work together to 
replace the CAP with policies that deliver high environmental standards for land 
management	across	the	UK;

•	 The creation of an independent Policy Commission - to examine a future 
policy for the environment, farming and rural development and encourage an 
inclusive	and	engaging	public	debate;

•	 A joined up approach between Government policies and plans for 
farming and the environment - Any future environment, farming and rural 
development policy must work together with the Westminster Government’s 25 
Year	Plan	for	the	Environment;

•	 Continuation of agri-environment schemes - All existing agri-environment 
schemes should be kept open until a replacement policy is fully operational.

They have also been campaigning for some time for a Nature and Wellbeing Act, 
which would bring about the recovery of nature in a generation, for the benefit of 
people and wildlife.  The proposals have been drafted by The Wildlife Trusts and the 
RSPB and are supported by more than 20 partner organisations.  

Meanwhile the CLA and its Welsh and Scottish counterparts are calling for “A world 
leading food, farming and environmental policy” to be in place before the current 
EU system ends. They say that one of the six fundamental principles of such a 
policy should be “enhance the environment”. If the Government, the major nature 
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delivering outcomes that best met the UK’s all-too pressing conservation needs. 
The funding for agri-environment schemes need not be formally constrained by 
pre-set EU limits for RDP. We could devote as much as was necessary within DEFRA’s 
overall budgetary constraints. But it is this bigger agenda that would also pose 
the biggest environmental threat, should the post-Brexit authorities place nature 
conservation behind the need to boost food exports, as is being recommended by 
the mainstream farming lobby.

Structuring agricultural support to include incentives for 
environmentally-friendly management 
To devise new environmental incentives within farming we should establish a much 
clearer rationale for support payments having to be earned. Farmers would no 
longer	 receive	payments	 just	 for	occupying	 land;	 instead	 they	would	have	 to	be	
seen to be undertaking additional management that was likely to deliver a range of 
conservation benefits.

The pros and cons of current schemes such as Countryside Stewardship
The positives of Countryside Stewardship include a broad choice of options to suit a 
wide range of situations with clearly stated indicators of success and a wide selection 

Brexit’s countryside – 
giving nature the edge?
The best characteristics of agri-environment measures need to be taken forward and 
honed in the UK’s new farm support, following Brexit. This an amended version of the 
author’s recent submission to the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee 
inquiry on the Future of the Natural Environment after the EU Referendum.

BILL GRAYSON

I have been an organic livestock farmer for the last 25 years, working closely with a 
number of nature conservation bodies to deliver specialist grazing management for 
their nature reserves, most of which have been designated for their conservation 
importance under UK and European criteria (National Nature Reserves, Special Areas 
of Conservation, Sites of Special Scientific Interest). Much of this work has been 
supported by funding that comes directly or indirectly from the UK’s membership of 
the EU, and without which the combined efforts of myself and my various landlords 
would have achieved far less for nature conservation. Much of this important work 
could be put at risk if the UK Government abandons or reduce its support for 
nature-friendly farming methods in favour of the production-led subsidies that 
farmers at the more intensive end of the spectrum are now calling for.

Wildlife implications outside the CAP 
Operating outside the CAP could bring a dramatic reduction in agri-environment 
funding (Pillar 2), with the farming lobby now pressurizing the UK Government to 
maximise incentives for productive farming (Pillar 1). This shift in support would represent 
a huge blow for wildlife, at a time when we are just beginning to fully appreciate the 
need to halt the continuing loss of species. We also face the loss of other sources 
of funding for nature conservation that come directly from the EU (eg LIFE). On the 
other hand, Brexit provides the opportunity to re-design our whole system of support 
for the entire range of environmental goods that society relies on farmers to provide.

Wildlife initiatives link with CAP payments
Much of the day-to-day work of nature conservation in the UK is now driven 
by Agri-environment funding. We have a few domestic grant schemes like HLF, 
that are helpful in meeting some of the establishment costs for new projects but 
these sources do not provide the longer term support that ensure the work can be 
maintained for long enough to make a lasting difference.

Risks and opportunities from developing UK’s own agri-environment 
policy and funding 
Real opportunities for wildlife enhancement could come through the UK devising 
schemes tailored to our own needs. These could be more precisely targeted at 

Young shorthorn and red poll store cattle grazing a limestone cliff face at Warton Crag SSSI on behalf of the 
Arnside and Silverdale AONB as part of their Higher Level Scheme agreement.   

Photo: Bill Grayson
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organic) or measures to help smaller holdings, both of which could cause wider 
market disruption within the UK as a whole. 

Risks and opportunities for innovative land practices, such as 
managed rewilding 
Rewilding projects should have the same opportunities for gaining support as 
more managed approaches but only where the prospects for delivering ecological 
benefits are sufficiently robust. The payments should be based on the degree of 
effort and resources needed to achieve the desired outcomes ie. not simply replacing 
active land management practices with minimum intervention.

Rewilding’s place in restoration of habitats and wildlife 
Rewilding could be seen as a component element within many agri-environment 
agreements that are otherwise founded on active land management activities. This 
would involve identifying and rewarding management that promotes aspects of 
‘self-willed nature’, alongside any of the more anthropocentric options. Examples 
might include creation or expansion of wooded landscapes or unimproved 
grasslands by natural regeneration as opposed to interventionist means, a process 
that is likely to take longer to realise its goals and which may therefore need longer 
term agreements. 

of well-funded capital items to assist with on-going implementation. Negatives 
include over-complex prescriptions and inadequate supervision of progress. The 
current system in which monitoring is undertaken by the Rural Payments Agency, is 
especially problematic with the majority of RPA inspectors inadequately trained to 
provide sound ecological assessments of progress being achieved. 

Arrangements and outcomes for future UK agri-environment support
Future agri-environment support should be administered as directly as possible to 
minimize potential breakdown in communications between the agreement holder 
and the authorities responsible for overseeing the scheme. The inclusion of RPA 
as the final link in the payment chain has made extra difficulties for farmers and 
their agri-environment advisers. New arrangements need a clearer focus on nature 
conservation and biodiversity by targeting support for farming systems that are 
better able to deliver high nature value (e.g. organic, ‘pasture fed’, agro-ecology, 
agro-forestry).

The move away from livestock headage payments in 2005 following reforms to 
Pillar 1 was helpful for nature conservation, paving the way for sensible reductions 
in the most intensive stocking levels. However its replacement system of supporting 
farmers according to their holding’s ‘eligible area’ is marred by complexity and 
subjectivity. Under this regime, farmers are more inclined to remove features of 
semi-natural vegetation that do not readily comply with the eligibility rules (eg scrub, 
reedbeds, trees, wet areas). These actions normally have negative consequences 
for wildlife. Furthermore, the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) has been made over-
complex for all of its recipients, with rules that are hard to interpret consistently. 

The requirement to acquire entitlements in order to access payment also seems like an 
unnecessary and often costly complication, along with the muddled rules over who 
qualifies as an active farmer. If basic farm support, corresponding to Pillar 1 under 
CAP is to continue to be available post-Brexit it will have to be made much clearer, 
be better implemented and have a much more rigorous ‘greening’ element. The 
original idea for including an ecological requirement in BPS was heavily diluted 
following some intense lobbying from the UK famers unions during its consultation 
phase, so that they have become virtually meaningless in their implemented form, 
allowing most farmers to benefit from the higher payments without delivering any 
real added value for nature. This was a hugely disappointing outcome and indicates 
how effectively the farming lobby can persuade the UK government to favour the 
interests of production over the cause of environmental protection.

Managing the divergence in policy between the nations of the 
United Kingdom 
The main policy differences across the UK nations would probably be reflected 
in the extent to which each country was prepared to go in compensating and 
rewarding farmers for losses they sustained in productive potential in order to make 
gains for the environment. Such discrepancies could create unhelpful distortions 
in prices and land values, especially in the vicinity of national borders. Other policy 
divergences could develop in relation to support for specialist farming systems (eg 

Shorthorn suckler cows grazing a bank of herb-rich, unimproved limestone grassland to deliver HLS  
scheme objectives for a private landowner.  

Photo: Bill Grayson 
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At your service?  
The limits of enterprise 
with nature at stake
This article discusses the pros and cons of Natural England’s cost recovery approach in 
responding to planning applications. Can a cultural shift amongst the agency’s staff 
protect nature’s bottom line whilst also promoting wildlife-friendly development? 

CHRIS GIBSON

What’s the problem with income generation?
Having recently taken early retirement after 31 years of service with Natural England, 
English Nature and the Nature Conservancy Council, this is an ‘insider’s view from 
the outside’ of the direction of travel of Natural England, prompted at least in part by 
recent press coverage of Natural England’s emerging strategy (‘Budget cuts threaten 
to weaken powers of England’s nature watchdog’ Guardian 16 August 2016).

One of the supposed revelations of that press report was that Natural England will 
try to generate a substantial proportion of its future income through its commercial 
services offer, which includes both a Discretionary Advice Service (for advice to 
developers pursuing planning applications) and a Pre-submission Screening service in 
respect of wildlife licence applications. This should have been a surprise to no-one: 
over the past five years, NE has increasingly been making such offers, and receiving 
income as a result. There was an initial reluctance amongst staff to adopting such an 
approach, based perhaps on the necessary shift in perception from ‘doing the best 
we can for wildlife’ to ‘doing the best we can for wildlife, provided we are paid’. 
Experience has shown that the more commercial approach has been adopted and 
embedded in the way of working of most front-line staff. It is now business as usual.

While at least the more experienced staff (and I was one of those) could hark back 
to the halcyon days when we when acted to protect and enhance the natural 
environment unencumbered by the need to generate income. The financial and 
political climate under which NE operates has changed markedly, especially since 
the advent of the last coalition government, the economic crisis, and the dogmatic 
adherence to deregulation and small government. And now, pragmatically (in 
resourcing terms) but also conceptually (in terms of consistency with services 
provided by other parts of the public sector) I don’t really have an issue with NE 
operating in a commercial manner, even now as an outsider looking in.

In terms of resourcing, it is no secret that the squeeze on the public purse has put 
NE under very considerable financial pressures. Seeking to replace a proportion of 

Bringing Brexit home 
Finally, some personal thoughts on Brexit’s immediate reality for my own situation, 
pursuing conservation grazing in Lancashire… The system I’ve developed for 
delivering specialist grazing on dedicated nature conservation sites, many of which 
had been completely abandoned by previous generations of livestock farmers, has 
been assembled, site by site, over the last 25 years. This has been made possible 
only by the degree of cooperation fostered between the grazier and respective site 
managers, a mutuality that derives partly from shared commitment to achieving 
the various site-specific management objectives but also from the economic 
stability generated by the current system of area payments. These normally account 
for around 90% of our output as well as delivering a significant level of agri-
environment support for the site owners. The potential upheaval that Brexit poses 
for the operation’s economic viability comes at a particularly difficult time, with 
plans for transferring it into new hands already being considered. Whilst its financial 
performance over recent years has been surprisingly good, providing a substantial 
return on both the invested capital and inputs of labour (significantly contributing 
to 7 individuals’ livelihoods), its future prospects look much less predictable to 
anyone considering taking it on.

Bill Grayson is an organic farmer who has harnessed the Environmental Stewardship Scheme 
for conservation grazing at the Forestry Commision leased area of limestone pavement known as 
Hutton Roof Crag SSSI. billgrayson@phonecoop.coop

Shorthorn heifers grazing an area of wood pasture on Forestry Commission land at Dalton Crags SSSI/SAC 
managed under the grazier’s own Higher Level Scheme.   

Photo: Bill Grayson
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fail to meet the list of priorities which in a non-commercial but resource-limited 
scenario NE must inevitably apply.

Equally important, especially from the perspective of the ecological consultancy 
industry, is that NE is not setting itself up in direct competition to the services 
provided by ecological consultants. And at present I see no likelihood of that. NE 
will not be doing the necessary baseline survey work, nor writing Environmental 
Impact Assessments to inform the planning process. What it is and will be doing 
is offering a service to ensure so far as possible that ecological inputs to planning 
matters are fit for purpose, clearly of value to applicants as an adjunct to the work 
they commission from truly commercial consultancies.

So do I challenge the title and premise of the Guardian newspaper’s article: ‘Budget 
cuts threaten to weaken powers of England’s nature watchdog?’ No: that I have 
concerns about the future direction of Natural England should be apparent to 
anyone who has read my blogs The Curate’s Egg – my reflections on leaving Natural 
England Parts 1 and 2 on www.chrisgibsonwildlife.co.uk/blog/. I do believe there 
are hard times ahead, but I do not see the move to charging as a key problem. What 
is more of a challenge is the culture change, away from advising and regulating on 
a site basis, towards encouraging and facilitating at a wider scale. Explicit here is 
the adoption of the outcomes approach, where actions are tailored to achieving 
positive outcomes for the natural environment. Fine words, but there are risks. 

Towards a slippery slide?
First, ‘outcomes’ require the participation of all sides of an issue, which cannot be 
guaranteed. All NE can realistically do is identify solutions, in the hope that, without 
any legal driver, the shared outcomes will follow. And then there is the problem of 
identifying and delivering ‘shared’ outcomes. This is tantamount to acceptance that 
compromise should be a starting point in negotiations. But compromise is ‘lose-lose’ 
(losing elements of nature at every step), whereas the starting point should be to 
seek ‘win-win’ solutions, a very different scenario in terms of transactional analysis. 
Sadly, especially in view of the delegation of authority from the national level to the 
Area Teams, I believe the risk of inappropriate compromise leading to progressive 
salami slicing of natural features is a real and present danger. It is incumbent on all 
of us on the outside to scrutinize Natural England and hold to account if necessary 
the official agency of the conservation movement. I hope that we will not need to 
start deploying the hashtag #youforgotthelaw, but I fear the worst.

Chris Gibson is a natural history writer, photographer, tour leader, and lecturer. 
Chris chrismothman@btinternet.com

Grant-in-Aid with commercial income is just one of a suite of measures (which also 
include ‘back-office’ efficiencies, and voluntary early severance schemes) to balance 
the books.

Payment boundaries
Likewise conceptually: why should NE be any different from other parts of the public 
sector seeking cost recovery? Nobody expects the process of seeking planning 
consent to be without cost implications. Furthermore, nobody should expect that 
having paid to have a planning application considered, the act of paying gives any 
guarantee that permission will be granted. On this basis there is perhaps a good 
argument that the range of services provided by NE on a commercial basis should 
be extended, from discretionary advice (‘nice to do’) to statutory advice (‘must do’).

What is important however is that the terms of engagement in the commercial 
sector are clearly understood by all parties, and here perhaps there is room for 
some improvement. An applicant seeking NE advice under a commercial services 
contract must not expect any difference in the substance of advice provided 
commercially as compared with advice given to the decision-making body outwith a 
commercial scheme. The applicant can however expect ‘early warning’ of potential 
showstoppers, or improvements which can be made to an application which would 
maximize its chance of it being given consent after due consideration through the 
relevant legal and policy processes. Likewise, an applicant can expect a response, 
within an agreed timeframe, even if the issue under consideration would otherwise 
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as in ‘bad’ condition, the remaining 2 could not be assessed due to inadequate 
information. Much of the information used in the assessment comes from 2013: a 
referenced to the original State of Nature report. 

Throughout SoNaRR there are many data gaps identified and it is clear that NRW 
does not have the funds to monitor and keep track of the contemporary state of 
nature in Wales. 

Celebrating or exploiting nature? 
When the original State of Nature Report was launched in Wales in 2013 
Conservationist and TV naturalist Iolo Williams gave an impassioned speech at 
the launch where he accused the ‘men in suits’ for continued inaction over the 
years. Following the new report it is still worth watching his speech at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=FnJQjtvngqA	.	When	I	asked	him	to	comment	on	the	new	
report Iolo said (and I paraphrase) “why have a new report when we never acted on 
the old one – nothing has changed, no action came out of the old report”. 

The situation in Wales has got worse since 2013, not just in the continued disastrous 
loss of nature but also in the increased dominance of people in suits (of whatever 
gender). As Iolo pointed out, with the creation of Natural Resources Wales the 
official language has changed dramatically. We no longer talk in Wales about 
Nature or Conservation. It is all about the “sustainable use of natural resources”. 
‘Maximum sustainable yield’ has re-entered the lexicon, suggesting it is all about 
how we can exploit our natural environment. We are harking back to the 1900s 
language of early conservation management as it grew out of the US, with people 

Stasis and the State of 
Nature in Wales 
The grim decline of nature in the UK continues. 56% of UK species studied have declined 
over the past 50 years according to the latest State of Nature report from RSPB et al. 
This article looks at some particular issues in Wales, as corporate managers oversee a 
continued period of inaction.

MICK GREEN

Tracking the downward trends 
The latest State of Nature report ( https://ww2.rspb.org.uk/our-work/stateofnature2016/ 
) builds on the first version in 2013. The evidence is collated through a collaboration of 
53 organisations including the RSPB, Wildlife Trusts, National Trust, WWF, Woodland 
Trust the Marine Conservation Society and Whale and Dolphin Conservation. A separate 
State of Nature in Wales report has also been published. 

To confuse the issue, the State of Nature Report, produced by NGOs, was issued 
around the same time as the State of Natural Resources Report (SoNaRR) which 
is Natural Resources Wales’ (NRW) statutory publication, which assesses natural 
resources in Wales. This is the first edition of the report which NRW are required 
to produce for every session of the Senedd (Welsh Parliament) under the recently 
passed Environment (Wales) Act. 

The key findings of the State of Nature in Wales report are:

•	 One	in	14	species	is	heading	for	extinction	including	the	corn	bunting	and	turtle	
dove, both of which are priority species in Wales- listed under Section 7 of the 
Environment (Wales) Act 2016;	

•	 From	1970-2013,	57%	of	wild	plants,	60%	of	butterflies	and	40%	of	birds	are	
in	decline;	and	

•	 For	Welsh	priority	species,	33%	of	those	assessed	are	classified	as	declining	over	
the last decade, 43% are classified as stable or of little change, and for 24% the 
outlook has improved. 

The SoNaRR report shows an equally gloomy outlook. The Report states “The 
condition of SAC and SPA species features on sites in Wales, as reported in 2013, 
remains mostly unfavourable (55%). Between 2002 and 2008, fewer than half of 
the species on the interim Section 7 list were considered to be stable or increasing. 
Wales (along with the UK as a whole) did not meet the 2010 international and 
national biodiversity targets”. Of 15 habitat types assessed, 13 were assessed 

The state of nature in the polarised landscape of Wales at Talyllyn, Gwynedd. 
Photo: Mick Green
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The challenge of wild 
nature conserving itself
The last edition of ECOS had a lot to say about rewilding in its many guises, a spectrum 
of less wild and more wild. This article looks at how nature conservation is currently 
seen, and rewilding in particular, as a way towards outlining the wildest end of this 
continuum. Without this most wild part of the overall picture, humans will never face 
or even relish the challenges of wild nature while learning as a species to live with it, 
within it.

MARK FISHER & ALISON PARFITT

Into the unknown?
As advocates for a wilder nature in Britain, we, the authors, build a future vision 
of wild places on the dynamics of natural systems. We see in that the free will of 
ecological interplay being inspiration in itself, and which we convey to others in 
the hope of enthusing acceptance. If there is an imprecision in this vision, then it is 
because there is no perfect system that can be described, no guarantee of numbers 
or individual species, or even a temporal consistency other than the variability 
inherent in all biological systems. It’s a tough ask to get across. At its simplest, we 
know from experience that if we can take people to places where they can see for 
themselves the vitality of nature without interference, suppression, or manipulation, 
then it is no longer an act of faith for them to commit to a wilder future, but these 
opportunities to experience such wilding are just not that plentiful yet. So if you 
think of a continuum from the not-wild of agricultural surroundings to the most 
wild, it is the most wild that is missing, as it is the missing bit in us - banished from 
our psyche. In Britain we don’t have anywhere, at any meaningful scale, where we 
are able to have the full and wholesome relationship that we need to have with wild 
nature, where we can be most wild. Instead, we have to work with the knowledge 
and concerns that each person has for our natural world and make an offer that 
holds more than just hope for its future. It is challenging, as any unknown can 
be, and so we have to be imaginative as well as honest, and be clear in seeking a 
natural justice for wild nature, but also for the aspiration we believe there is, and 
will show, for the long-term protection and thriving of wild nature. 

We don’t see this as “losing control”. The Editorial in the last edition of ECOS used 
the former as a metaphor for the growing pains of “rewilding”, the theme of the 
edition, but then we don’t now use the term “rewilding” either. We have taken the 
conscious decision to use wilding instead, for the reasons that our colleague Steve 
Carver described in that edition, that we want to look forward to nature-led lands 
and life, not back, and because “rewilding” has become freighted with so many 
different meanings, often seemingly to suit the purposes of particular agendas.1 
Our distinction may not be obvious, and we may be swimming against the tide 

like Gifford Pinchot who thought we could improve on nature to maximise game 
management, or the US ‘wise use’ movement that developed from the 1980s as a 
backlash to the growth of the environmental movement. The new Trump era in the 
US may well encourage a resurgence of this deregulation and exploitative culture 
in wildlife management. 

Rising to the challenge or changing the agenda? 
The rise of the ‘suits’ has continued, exacerbated by the cutbacks to NRW’s budgets. 
There have been several rounds of redundancies and many of the ecological 
experts, run down and disillusioned by the lack of support from senior management 
and the new language, have chosen to take early severance. NRW is now run by 
corporate managers with no real ecological experience. Welsh Government has 
been consulting on a range of policy documents such as the ‘Natural Resources 
Management Plan’ – this contains no details, no plan, no proposed outcomes 
and no proposals to stop declines of wildlife. Recent Welsh Government decisions 
confirm their direction of travel: let’s build a motorway over the Gwent levels SSSI 
(and a culturally and historically significant landscape), lets open up Cardigan 
Bay Special Area of Conservation to highly destructive scallop dredging, let’s give 
permission (and Government cash) into a motor racing circuit on a peatland site. 
Let us continue to be the only place in the world on the migratory flyway of the 
Greenland Whitefronted Goose (a sub-species in serious decline) to still allow this 
species to be shot. Let’s give licences to wealthy landowners to shoot cormorants 
and goosanders purely on the basis they might eat some fish – in clear breach of 
the law as no specific evidence that the birds have a ‘serious impact’ on the fishery 
has been provided. 

We have had a series of environment Ministers with no interest in the environment, 
and the environment does not even feature in the priorities for this term of the 
Senedd. Welsh Government claims to be ‘evidence based’ but does not have the 
expertise to analyse the evidence. It puts no resources into collecting relevant 
evidence and it cherry picks the evidence that supports its decisions. The Welsh 
Government fails to apply the ‘precautionary principle’ even though it is enshrined 
in law in the original Wales Act granting devolution. 

Halting, hot helping, the culture change in Welsh Government 
At a recent debate on the State of Nature Report in the Senedd there were some 
good and informed contributions from various Assembly Members. However, the 
Minister merely read a bland prepared statement – there is no passion and no 
ambition for Nature in Welsh government at a Ministerial level and amongst the 
officials. 

Iolo Willimans is right in that we do not need any more reports. NGOs are getting 
too allied to government and are simply dealing in policy reports and inappropriate 
language which helps the new mindset of exploiting nature. What we need is action 
on the ground before we lose anymore species from Wales. 

Mick Green is a freelance ecologist. mick@gn.apc.org
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the hope that “boosting a native carnivore population will have wider implications 
for the ecosystem”. We can only agree, as the ecological incompleteness from a 
lack of carnivores in their controlling interaction with prey is unbalancing for wild 
nature.9 These species reintroductions attract high profile media coverage, but 
we wonder whether the public understands the extent of habitat management 
and manipulation that goes on behind the stories, because the coverage ensures 
that it is involuntarily seen through a prescribed lens of a conservation industry 
news release. Thus the media reports that “scrub clearance and careful grazing” 
is required for the reintroduction of large blue butterfly10 but the State of Nature 
report identifies farming pressures as having by far the largest negative impact on 
nature, across all habitats and species. The media also reports that “dormice depend 
on well-managed woodlands”11 but an evaluation report on dormice reintroduction 
cautioned that it would be unreasonable and impractical to expect management of 
woodland to be devoted entirely to maximising dormouse populations when the 
need is to maintain woodland species diversity as a whole, rather than just a single 
species.12 The media reports that “special den boxes” had to be designed for the 
recent reintroduction of pine marten in Wales13 the lack of arboreal denning sites 
necessitating the provision of den boxes, and indicating the lack of maturity of our 
woodlands in providing enough old trees with cavities.

We should learn from pine marten about what is missing from our woodland, 
the impact woodland management has had. Dead wood in parts of the stems or 
branches of standing trees, as well as standing and fallen dead trees are indicators 
for naturalness14 but the UK has one of the lowest volumes of standing and lying 
deadwood across European countries.15 Doesn’t this call into question one of 
the England Natural Environment Indicators (5. Land Use) that seeks an increase 
in active management of woodland, and which likely cuts a swathe through its 
natural ecology, denying many species an existence? This is about a proportionality 
in approaches to nature conservation. In the same way that we are not seeking to 
sweep away all agro-ecological systems of nature conservation through wilding, 
we don’t expect every woodland to be left unmanaged. However, achieving 
natural justice for wild nature is about giving it opportunities to thrive without our 
interference, opportunities that are not that widespread at present.

A snapshot of views on rewilding
The vote to leave the EU undoubtedly opened a space in which to consider the future 
of our natural environment, not least when the parliamentary Environmental Audit 
Committee (EAC) launched an inquiry that sought views about the implications 
for UK biodiversity.16 (The meaning of biodiversity was not defined by the Inquiry, 
and neither was the term defined by respondents who used it.) Amongst a series 
of questions on which written submissions were invited, one sought views on 
developing our own agri-environment policy and funding, and there was a paired 
question on the future risks and opportunities of managed rewilding to innovative 
land practices, and on the role that rewilding can play in conservation and restoration 
of habitats and wildlife. We sought clarification from the EAC of the unfamiliar term 
“managed rewilding” in the inquiry questions, but none was forthcoming before 
the submission deadline.

given the general resonance of “rewilding”. The various meanings of “rewilding” 
appear to us to be less robust ecologically, as well as unchallenging because of that. 
We are not advocating wilding for everywhere, to the most wild, but we do see it 
as true nature conservation - it is wild nature conserving itself. 

What do people think about conserving nature?
It wasn’t clear to us, from the various articles in that ECOS edition, where the nexus 
between nature conservation and wilding would lie, given that none of the authors 
were disinterested in one way or the other. A recent attitude survey on biodiversity 
was conducted as part of the Special Eurobarometer series of the European 
Commission. Biodiversity was defined in the survey as the term given to the variety 
of life on Earth (like plants, animals, genes, but also ecosystems such as forests, 
oceans, etc.). The survey shows a level of public concern in the UK at 80% for the 
decline and possible extinction of animal and plant species, natural habitats and 
ecosystems, and with a similar level of commitment to a responsibility to look after 
nature.2 This is a clear indicator of concerns and fears about loss. It also appears, 
now we are leaving the EU, that the public have greater faith in European nature 
conservation legislation. A YouGov poll carried out after the vote to leave shows 
that 83% believe Britain should pass laws providing a higher (46%) or the same 
(37%) level of protection for wild areas and wildlife species than current EU laws, 
with only 4% wanting lower protection.3 What is most disturbing though from the 
Eurobarometer survey, and which probably gets to the heart of the matter, is that 
61% of people in the UK do not feel informed about the loss of biodiversity. 

How are people informed about nature and conservation?
We are all familiar with the churning of news releases in the mainstream media, a 
reasonable assumption being that the public rarely get past the headlines to read 
the reports on which the news releases are based. The recent yearly update of 
government indicators to assess progress in England against the Natural Environment 
White Paper4 was described in the media as a “pretty grim picture of how our 
wildlife is faring in the countryside”.5 It shows a long term decline in woodland birds 
and butterflies, and farmland breeding birds and butterflies, combined with 75% of 
213 “priority” species across the country falling in number, but don’t expect from 
the report and accompanying datasets to find out which particular species.6 

An update on the UK State of Nature report, compiled by NGOs and research 
organisations, is more illuminating about particular species, but paints a similar 
picture, albeit covering the whole of the UK.7 Thus 56% of UK species studied have 
declined over the past 50 years, and of almost 8,000 species assessed by the report, 
15% are at risk of disappearing. It is not surprising that the media uniformly picked 
up on the assessment in the report that “we are among the most nature-depleted 
countries in the world”.8 It is the evidence of these reports that must give rise to 
that high level of public concern elicited in the Eurobarometer survey. 

Another illuminating aspect in the State of Nature report was the use of species 
reintroductions as a conservation tool, with examples given of the large blue butterfly, 
hazel dormouse and pine marten. In relation to pine marten, the report expressed 
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be the managed approach to rewilding in having extensive cattle grazing that is 
heavily subsided with agri-environement funding (Knepp, Ennerdale).18 We don’t 
believe these examples are evidence of a total commitment to wilding with all its 
challenges, as their aim is still in maintaining a biocultural landscape.19 However, we 
are pleased that there were some positive responses to the benefits of rewilding: 
the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Nature Partnership and the Cornwall Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty Partnership saying that it had proved to be successful 
in the quick establishment of functioning ecosystems capable of supporting healthy 
wildlife	 populations,	 particularly	 where	 keystone	 species	 can	 be	 introduced;	 the	
North East Local Nature Partnership noting that it can initially be a difficult ‘sell’ but 
bring	fantastic	results	where	the	idea	has	been	fully	bought	into;	and	the	Durham	
Bird Club believing that rewilding can significantly help wildlife and should be 
encouraged wherever it is possible.

It would be fair to say that the benefits of wilding have a slim evidence base. Thus 
ClientEarth notes that given the long time-scale of rewilding, there is currently 
limited scientific research into its long-term implications, but that there is evidence 
that it can have positive effects for biodiversity. We acknowledge that long time-

Having to wade through 160 written submissions for evidence of how rewilding is 
currently regarded was made easier by nearly half of them ignoring all together the 
questions on rewilding.17 Of the 84 that did respond, a quarter of those noted the 
confusion arising from the many meanings of rewilding, so that the Dorset Local 
Nature Partnership questioned whether it meant ‘Monbiot rewilding’ or ‘Knepp 
rewilding’, and the Countryside Alliance saying that there was no single definition 
of rewilding. The latter organisation was one of 12 that were against rewilding, 
the Heather Trust saying that it is a misnomer, and that it will have very little role 
in	conservation	and	restoration	of	habitats	and	wildlife;	farmer	Richard	Bruce	says	
it	 is	 not	 conservation;	 botanist	 Dr	 Margaret	 Bradshaw	 is	 concerned	 at	 a	 loss	 of	
biodiversity;	and	the	Welsh	Wildlife	Trusts	believe	that	in	Wales	in	particular,	they	
don’t see any value in promoting a policy which involves removing people from a 
landscape. 

These concerns about loss of biodiversity and of cultural heritage from rewilding 
were also shared by some of the 72 that were in favour, albeit that nine of those were 
only tentative in their support, such as Society for the Environment saying that it is 
not a fix-all solution and should only be used where appropriate, echoed by Natural 
England who say rewilding alone is not a ‘golden bullet’, RSPB a ‘silver bullet’. 
There were 18 submissions in favour that noted a concern for a loss of biodiversity 
from rewilding, Plant LINK cautioning with a common theme that existing species, 
communities, habitats and wider areas should not be lost or damaged through 
adoption of rewilding. As we expected, loss of cultural heritage was also a concern 
of 10 of those in favour: the Foundation for Common Land noted that traditional 
grazing practices are an integral part of the much valued cultural heritage of 
common land, so that rewilding would be at odds with creating a landscape that 
is	 the	 combined	 works	 of	 nature	 and	 man;	 and	 the	 Malvern	 Hills	 Conservators	
saying that the special qualities of the cultural landscape of the Malvern Hills, with 
character, habitats and heritage dependent upon extensive management, would be 
lost through an inappropriate rewilding scheme. 

We had some notions about how managed rewilding would be interpreted by 
respondents, and thus it was no surprise that 24 submissions that were in favour 
wanted a managed approach to rewilding to constrain it within prescribed limits of 
transformation. Thus the Kent Nature Partnership thought that rewilding can lead to 
a	lower	cost	option	for	conservation	and	regeneration	if	well	managed;	Fauna	and	
Flora	International	talked	of	properly	managed	rewilding;	and	the	British	Ecological	
Society saying that managed rewilding will require human intervention, especially 
in the early phases. We would have expected a correlation between the 16 in 
favour that advocated some form of funding, mostly agri-environment funding, to 
incentivise rewilding with those that advocated a managed approach, but this was 
not the case. Perhaps the latter is implicit for those advocating agri-environment 
funding, because that is often the nature of the purpose of that funding. 

Unfortunately, the level of knowledge of examples of what we would consider 
good wilding were scarce in the submissions, the most commonly identified 
being two with high media profile, but which we consider typical of what could 

One amongst many bird-assisted seeding of rowans surviving on Baildon Moor, West Yorkshire, since sheep 
were removed from the common land after Foot and Mouth disease in 2001. 

Photo: Mark Fisher
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to farming as we know it, and in that process shedding the challenges to ecology 
and the challenges to us, as well as colluding with the decline in nature that we 
acknowledge, but struggle to comprehensively address (other than a species here 
and a species there). We believe that it is the axiom in Britain that a withdrawal 
of farming is a pre-condition of moving landscapes substantially along the wild 
land continuum.19 Because our natural resource management has created highly 
modified landscapes, we identify a priority of wilding as being a need for ecological 
restoration of natural vegetation. The gains in diversity from a returning wild nature, 
and which have been seen in examples where farming has been withdrawn, must 
be given permanency and protection, and this is very unlikely to be achieved under 
agri-environment approaches and funding, where there is no commitment to that 
permanency. Thus outside of land held in beneficial ownership where there is a 
de facto inalienability and we see a commitment to that permanency, it will be 
publicly owned land, free from the burden of exploitation, where an increasing 
public aspiration for wild land will be realised. This argues for a national system of 
publicly owned and protected wild land, as is the case in most of Europe.20

We would suggest that the possible loss of cultural landscape association and 
comfort can be minimised in this way, and can anyway be countered with a more 
profound point about wilding encouraging changing attitudes and feelings so that 
we the human species are more resilient, we are wilder. This means that we can 
live with ever changing nature with delight and enthusiasm rather than fear. And 
potentially be with, rather than resist, the challenges that climate change, land use 
change and shifting populations will bring. This change of minds and hearts will 
probably	take	generations;	wilding	can	markedly	help	it	along.
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scale for wilding is so much longer than those of mainstream conservation, and 
thus it is easy for commentators to raise unease in the public mind when the initial 
outcomes of wilding may not seem beneficial. However we note that there were 
also some submissions that saw rewilding on a strategic level: the Partnership for 
Cranborne Chase Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty says that there is a need 
for national and regional policy development about wild lands, their restoration, 
creation	 and	preservation;	 the	Chartered	 Institute	of	 Ecology	 and	 Environmental	
Management echoing this by believing that rewilding must form part of a long-term 
ambitious	vision	for	each	devolved	nation;	Professor	Richard	Brazier	of	the	University	
of Exeter saying there is a need for a wildlands policy that frees natural processes by 
developing	supportive	regulations	relating	to,	for	instance,	species	reintroductions;	
and the Council for the Protection of Rural England recommends that rewilding 
should be considered further by government as part of a suite of responses to the 
urgent challenge of the restoration of nature and healthy ecological functioning of 
landscapes in England.

Ways forward with wilding
There is a danger that rewilding has settled into an approach of large herbivores, 
nestled into the familiar agri-environment approaches and funding so that it is close 

Oyster Mushroom (Pleurotus spp.) on a standing dead oak in Walker Wood,  
an ancient woodland in West Yorkshire.   
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Rewilding and ecosystem 
health: parallels with 
human health care
There are instructive parallels between ecosystem health management and human 
health care. Evidence based practice with its emphasis on a systematic approach to 
what we know and what we don’t know can help develop a more informed inclusive 
approach in both cases. Rewilding is a complex idea which needs attention to definitions 
and clear objectives. Assumptions about how actions should or can be applied in Britain 
need to be questioned objectively and openly before they are incorporated into public 
rewilding advocacy. 

ANDREW BLEWETT

Complex systems
My initial response to the opportunity to write an opinion piece about rewilding 
was to reflect that there are already quite a lot of opinions about, but then that 
the continuing flow of opinion is a necessary response to an overwhelming global 
ecological crisis. The updated UK National Ecosystem Assessment (2011) and State 
of Nature Report (2016) make it clear that in general the decline of nature measured 
by ecosystem health and biodiversity is progressing relentlessly as the intensification 
and simplification of land use in Britain continues, despite conservation work, 
policy and statutory protection. As a response to this alarming scenario, rewilding 
is proving to be a stimulating concept as demonstrated by number of publications, 
dedicated third sector organisations and environmental advocates whose messages 
make for a compelling case.

For those of us interested in human health care, there are strong parallels between 
recent public health care history and the national response to ecosystem decline. 
Human health and especially my specialty of psychological health involves model 
formulation and decision making in a world of complexity and uncertainty. Views 
are often entrenched and conflicted, solutions nuanced by difficult trade-offs 
and an ethical requirement for a more inclusive decision-making process. The 
ecosystem health equivalent includes the importance of engaging citizens who 
don’t view themselves as experts, but also I suggest an entirely different attitude 
towards non-human species and natural processes. It seems to me that rewilding 
grants a ‘voice’ to wild nature in a dialogue between humanity and the rest of the 
biosphere. By reducing human management in favour of nature, rewilding offers 
de-domesticating nature more space to make ‘decisions’ on its own terms. Of 
course this language is metaphorical but acknowledging some form of identity in 
nature can be an expression of a new ‘mutualism’ replacing traditional ideas about 
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devil is always in the detail. Neither necessarily facilitates recovery of wild ecological 
function, resilience or ecosystem health. There is a danger in ‘rewilding’ meaning 
whatever the last commentator said it meant, whether in favour or against. It is 
unsurprising that Rob Yorke found popular opinion in Hay-on-Wye against the 
idea of defining rewilding.4 Unfortunately, while avoiding the restrictions of formal 
definitions might seem liberating, it also creates a babel of confusion. 

Third, the evidence supporting particular claims should be examined critically. 
It is instructive to review the particularly emotive question of large predator 
reintroduction. Mainland Britain is part of the historical natural range for wolves, 
lynx and bears, extirpated by changing land-use and persecution. As such, many 
take the view that there is a responsibility to repair the wrong. Without this logic, 
the conservation of large carnivores anywhere in the world is weakened. However, 
it is worth trying to ensure that we do not place undue reliance on inappropriate 
evidence, not least in the interests of the animals themselves, highlighting the 
difference between evidence and dogma. In my view the wholesale translation 
of apex predator theory from North America to many parts of Europe and all of 
Britain is a problem in current circumstances. This being so, some of the rhetoric 
we use to excite public support needs careful re-examination. This is not to oppose 
large predator reintroduction in principle, but it does question whether we should 
promote ideas and images which may be best deferred for many decades. 

Could wolves rewild Britain?
Of all species, wolves have a prominent role in the rewilding literature, viewed as 
the primary driver of rewilding in North American core areas such as Yellowstone, 
equivalent in size to an English region. Can this approach be generalised to 
recovering wolf range in Europe and more particularly to Britain? To be precise, 
could wolves resume a natural keystone ecological role in Britain in the foreseeable 
future? Note, this question does not address the quite separate matter of 
demonstration populations in fenced ‘game parks’ or even the place of other top 
predators such as lynx. Certainly, wolves have recovered numbers and range in 
continental Europe following protection, but there is much less evidence for a 
recovered regulating role at a large scale. Of course there are unusual sites where 
trophic cascades promoting vegetation can be measured, for example Red deer 
browsing in the lowland forests of Białowieza in Poland is modified by wolves.5 We 
are nowhere near possessing this kind of near-wilderness forest environment in 
Britain and in reality most large carnivore activity in Europe takes place in settings 
heavily controlled by human decision-making. Wolves compete with hunters, prey 
species	interact	with	agriculture,	bears	are	supported	by	feeding	stations;	these	are	
the norms. In the meantime, successional suppression in Britain results not from 
predator extirpation but from artificially supported grazing, cutting and burning. 
Such practices are the result of subsidy regimes and profit motive, to which the first 
response must self-evidently be economic reform. 

You can’t always get what you want (yet)
In human and ecosystem health care we have to distinguish what we would like 
from what things can be like. There is wisdom in the EU Habitats and Species 

dominion and exploitation.1 Such a permissive attitude towards nature requires 
patience and ‘listening’, even a readiness to hear a message which may be neither 
expected nor comfortable. 

Evidence based practice as a tool for inclusive understanding  
and progress
Human health care has seen rapid cultural changes. As bureaucratic and technical 
complexity has expanded, rethinking health service user roles has shown that 
shared clinical decision-making requires transparent information, leveraged by the 
internet. The resulting more open culture of ‘evidence based practice’ emphasises 
definition of concepts, functions and actions, selecting the right questions, reliably 
generating answers and testing the quality and applicability of evidence in each 
case. Discussion about human or ecosystem health depends on knowing what we 
are talking about and confidence that we are all talking about the same thing. 
One consequence is that gaps in knowledge are less easily fudged and uncertainty 
needs to be acknowledged and addressed, for example by application of the 
precautionary principle combined and adaptive management. These are of course 
well established concepts in ecosystem health. Evidence based conservation2 owes 
much to evidence based healthcare and has implications for the rewilding debate so 
constructively hosted by ECOS. What are some of the key learning points? 

First, like healthcare, rewilding is a process not an end point. Its main conceptual 
identity was developed over 20 years ago in North America, then expanded into 
a variety of settings including Europe. The themes of large-scale wild cores and 
corridor restoration, self-regulated by keystone species and processes including 
apex predation are particularly prominent. Stressing reduction in human activity 
can appear to clash with conservation interventions where habitat and species 
appear to be under threat, although arguing that rewilding is a replacement for 
‘traditional’ conservation concerned with preventing extinction is an ‘apples and 
pears’ category mistake. Pursuing the health analogy, traditional conservation has 
often functioned as a necessary form of ‘intensive care’, contrasting with a vision 
of rewilding emphasising long-term and large-scale rehabilitation. The intensive 
care role will remain essential, not least because rewilding without selected local 
management may lead to the loss of populations and species dependant on human-
regulated niches whose naturally evolved equivalents may take decades or centuries 
to recover.

Second, there is the problem of definition discussed by Chris Sandom.3 In my clinical 
specialty, diagnostic labels and treatment thresholds used in different countries were 
nominally the same but in reality applied quite differently. There was a frustrating 
arbitrariness involved in solving this problem with shared ‘operational’ criteria. ‘Who 
does the defining and by what process’ is a sensitive issue but agreement on the 
problem and desired outcomes has resulted in progress which would have been 
almost impossible otherwise. Rewilding, (or should it be ‘wilding’?) seems vulnerable 
to multiple and vague definitions, especially in non-scientific literature and media. It 
does not help to describe every withdrawal of human activity or even reintroduction 
of a former native species as rewilding, however well-regarded in its own right. The 
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Directive requiring the UK governments to ‘consider’ reintroductions, similarly the 
Berne Treaty enjoining states to ‘study’ the reintroduction of our missing fauna. 
These actions make sense as long as considering and studying includes a public 
priority for wider ecosystem health, sustaining tangible benefit and public support. 
It is important to be clear about our goals. The popular rewilding case for wolves 
in Britain is frequently premised on evidence of recovered keystone ecosystem-
regulation in North American core areas. My argument is that the ‘cure’ for ecological 
decline must be based on evidence for realistic functional efficacy, adjusted to the 
degree of environmental and cultural alteration in each case. There is a strong 
argument for the conservation community adopting a self-imposed moratorium 
on advocating for wild wolf reintroduction in Britain while we have such a long 
journey ahead. This is not so much curtailing hope as being responsible and honest 
in our dealings with the public imagination. Such an approach is entirely compatible 
with the Precautionary Principle, gathering and examining real time evidence 
inclusively and carefully as circumstances change. Rather like physicians, the role of 
conservationists is to provide the gentle guidance and shared understanding based 
on evidence of what is foreseeably applicable in the conditions we face, easing our 
battered ecology out of intensive care and into rehabilitation and recovery.
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Technobiophilia  
Coming to terms with 
cyber-nature
Some features of the ‘natural world’ that we greatly value are also found online; 
technology can make things that confuse ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’, real and virtual. 
Cyberspace is now a daily destination for very many people: should we admit it as a part 
of the natural world?1 

SUE THOMAS

In a previous book, Hello world: Travels in virtuality, I combined memoir and travel 
writing in an attempt to make sense of the ways in which my own wired life had 
become deeply integrated with the physical world of the everyday.2 Technobiophilia: 
Nature and cyberspace is the result of a hunch that I might not be the only one to 
feel that way. Other people, I realised, also experience cyberspace as if it were a 
physical world. I had only to look at the words we use when we talk about the 
internet, such as clouds, streams and viruses… But why is it happening and what 
does it mean? I began collecting examples of metaphors and images of the natural 
world commonly found in computer culture and asking what they tell us about the 
intersections between human beings, cyberspace and nature. 

There is already a great deal of scholarship about the internet in relation to urban 
spaces and the digital body, but I have found very little interrogation of nature and 
wilderness in cyberspace. Much more needs to be done.

The internet is hardware, a tangible collection of the wires, machines and 
satellite signals which make up the physical body of cyberspace. Originally called 
Arpanet, it began as a network of computer nodes activated in 1969 and for 
over 20 years was mainly the province of the military and academia.

The web is software, created from programming code which in turn generates 
text, images, sound and functionality. Tim Berners-Lee ‘designed it for social 
effect – to help people work together – and not as a technical toy’. There are 
many ways to use the internet, and the web is just one of them. Today, mobile 
technologies increasingly bypass it. 

Cyberspace is neither machine nor code, nor is it tied to any specific technology 
beyond the connecting force of the internet. In fact, cyberspace is all in the mind. 
It is a thought, an ecosystem, a collective imagining.
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“The web smells like life” says Kevin Kelly of Wired magazine. The language is 
saturated with images from nature: fields, webs, streams, rivers, trails, paths, 
torrents	and	islands;	flora,	including	apples,	blackberries,	trees,	roots	and	branches;	
and fauna, such as spiders, viruses, worms, pythons, lynxes, gophers, not to 
mention the ubiquitous bug and mouse. This is somewhat surprising since internet 
culture is built by human beings who mostly live in cities, and until very recently our 
engagements with it have taken place largely indoors.

Seeing connections
Robert Romanyshyn the psychologist said: “Technology is the enactment of the 
human imagination on the world”. Strange as it may seem, there could be a 
connection between our passion for cyberspace and our affection for the natural 
world. Richard Louv, who coined the term ‘nature deficit disorder’, writes “The 
more high-tech our lives become, the more nature we need to achieve natural 
balance”.3 It might seem important, therefore, that we turn off our machines and 
go outdoors, and there are certainly many times when this is advisable. But the 
situation is more complicated than that. Some of the features we so value in the 
natural world can also be found online. 

From the very earliest years of the internet we have found the experience of entering 
cyberspace intense and even sometimes life-changing. The language and concepts 
we use often reflect a strong sense of the online world as a real place. It somehow 
inspires us to conjure a sensorium drawn directly from physical nature, and we use 
it to construe the digital in much the same way that we have always used it to 
interpret the rest of experience. Our subconscious has already imprinted nature into 
cyberspace. Now we need to recognise how that is happening.

A new kind of space
Nature, we know, soothes our connected minds. For example, in one series of 
experiments by Marc Berman, a significant improvement in directed-attention 
abilities resulted when participants ‘walked in nature’ (in a secluded woodland 
park for an hour), but not when they had walked downtown (on busy streets). 
The experiments were repeated but this time, instead of going outside, the 
subjects viewed photographs of scenery in Nova Scotia and urban settings in Ann 
Arbor, Detroit and Chicago. The outcomes again demonstrate “the restorative 
value of nature” – even if only photographs – “as a vehicle to improve cognitive 
functioning”.4 The most intriguing result of all, though, was missed: the images 
had an equally strong effect as the physical walks. It appears that not only does 
contact with nature have a positive effect, but that, whether that nature is tangibly 
and sensorially real, or just a view, image or simulation, in many cases the benefits 
are much the same. 

In a similar scenario, but involving walking in virtual reality rather than real parks 
and streets, psychologist Deltcho Valtchanov built three very different virtual 
environments. First, a nature island with waterfalls, rivers, different kinds of trees, 
flowers, grass, rocks, a beach, and paths criss-crossing the landscape, all with 
ambient nature sounds, while simulated wind made the leaves sway and the 

water ripple. Second, an assortment of 3-dimensional geometric shapes including 
coloured spheres, cylinders, cones, and rectangular and square boxes of various 
sizes. There were no sounds beyond the virtual footsteps of the user. Lastly, a scale 
model of Shibuya station in Tokyo, a dense urban area unfamiliar to any of the 
participants and featuring realistic and full-scale buildings and streets. There was 
ambient city sound but no people or moving vehicles. Participants were given tests 
to stress and tire them, and were then randomly assigned to one of the three virtual 
environments. The outcome was that only those subjects who were immersed in 
the virtual nature space showed improved responses across the board, with “an 
increase in positive affect (happiness, friendliness, affection and playfulness) and a 
decrease in negative affect (fear, anger and sadness)”.5 The importance of nature 
is clear.

But what do we mean by ‘nature’? In the Classical world it was understood not as 
a gentle escape but as evidence of a higher guiding hand. For the Greeks, it was 
personified	 in	 the	goddess	Phusis	 (or	Physis;	her	Roman	equivalent	was	Natura),	
who ruled over the origin and ordering of nature. According to historian Clarence 
J. Glacken, in this period “what is most striking in conceptions of nature […] is the 
yearning for purpose and order”.6 Since men created and managed cities, temples, 
farms and so on which would fall into disrepair if they were not looked after, it 
made sense that the cosmos itself would be created and governed in a similar way 
but on a much more complex level.

‘Natural’ could also refer to the properties, inherent characters, and vital powers of 
people, animals or things, or more generally to human nature. Carolyn Merchant 
explains that to “go against nature” was to disregard our innate impulses.7 By the 
16th. century abstract human nature had taken a back seat and ‘natural’ came to 
mean having a real or physical existence as opposed to the spiritual, intellectual 
or fictitious. By the 17th. century a further meaning had appeared: “existing 
in	 or	 formed	 by	 nature;	 not	 artificial”.8 Today the abstract side of the term has 
completely disappeared and ‘nature’ is the “material world, or its collective objects 
or	phenomena;	 the	 features	and	products	of	 the	earth	 itself,	as	 contrasted	with	
those of human civilisation”.9

But – most landscapes on this planet have been affected by human civilisation, 
and many of the features we – even conservationists - speak of as ‘natural’, such 
as hedgerows or wetlands, are the result of human interference. “As an agency”, 
writes poet Gary Snyder, “nature is defined as the creative and regulative physical 
power which is conceived of as operating in the material world and as the immediate 
cause of all its phenomena”.10 By such a definition, cyberspace can definitely be 
seen as a natural phenomenon. The science writer Margaret Wertheim observed 
in her history of space from Dante to the internet that “like Copernicus, we are 
privileged to witness the dawning of a new kind of space”.11 

Shifting the notion of nature 
“Next nature”, or culturally emerged nature, is “the nature caused by people”. 
“This may sound like a contradiction” says Next Nature editor Koert van Mensvoort, 
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“but it isn’t. Our cultural artefacts have become so intricate and autonomous 
that they function more like organisms or ecologies than like inanimate things”. 
Mensvoort and his team aim to “radically shift your notion of nature. Our image of 
nature as static, balanced and harmonic is naive and up for reconsideration. Where 
technology and nature are traditionally seen as opposed, they now appear to merge 
or even trade places”.12 The provocative and inspiring Next Nature website makes 
you think about what we used to imagine was ‘the balance of nature’ in new and 
different ways. 

David Abram has written that “despite all the mechanical artefacts that now 
surround us, the world in which we find ourselves […] is a living field, an open and 
dynamic landscape subject to its own moods and metamorphoses”.13 But he has 
misunderstood. Millions of us are not simply surrounded by the internet, we are 
immersed within it. It is actually because of the machine that the living field has 
been multiply extended. We navigate through cyberspace just as we might make 
our	way	in	a	forest;	we	build	a	homepage	as	we	might	build	a	garden.
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So here we are, poised at a moment of crucial tension. Do we embrace cyberspace 
as part of the natural world, with all of its opportunities and flaws, or do we keep it 
at arm’s length, as an unnatural guilty pleasure we should not really enjoy? 

[Technobiophilia was published in 2013 and continues to attract attention from 
architects, urban planners, environmental psychologists, geographers… even 
theologists. I am now working on ways to turn this philosophical viewpoint into 
everyday practice. I call this practical approach ‘technature’.] 
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A lesson from an old Oak 
Are humans part of Nature?... A walk in the forest; a threat to the trees; values and 
services; seeing different things… Can I really be part of what isn’t there?

MARTIN SPRAY

A tree for all trees
Shortly after our move to the Forest of Dean, I befriended a mature oak on one 
of my walks out from home. It grew by a tiny path, probably made by sheep, 
surrounded by youngsters planted in the middle of the twentieth century. As older 
oaks go, it was rather modest. But I soon had a habit of visiting it whenever I was 
nearby, and this became a simple sort of ritual.1 I put the fingertips of my right hand 
on its bark, and walked clockwise around the trunk, keeping my contact with it. 
Twice.	That	was	all;	then	either	a	snack,	a	refletion,	or	on	with	my	walk.

It wasn’t that I thought this necessary;	rather,	it	seemed	appropriate.	It	was	a	pleasant	
thing to do. I got pleasure from it, but I wouldn’t say that I thought this was reciprocal. 
Nor was there any feeling that the tree was offering me something – at least not willfully. 
There was, however, exchange of a sort between us. It afforded (rather than offered) 
me shade, a pleasant sensation, and somewhere comfortable to sit and rest. And it was 
a place for quiet thinking. In return, as it were, although we moved a few miles away, I 
gave it some slight protection by occasionally checking on it and writing articles about the 
need to safeguard its home, the Forest. I probably had the better deal. Calling it my friend, 
of course, was a romance. I find it difficult to imagine some sort of oneness between us.

My ritual was, at one level, simply me reinforcing in me the thought that I ought, if 
necessary, to act to try to protect the tree, notwithstanding it was planted and still 
timber-worthy. In fact, I was probably not so specific. That tree stood for The Oaks 
of the Forest of Dean, or The Trees – indeed, for The Forest of Dean.

At about the same time, when our daughters were young, a friend would visit 
with her young son, and we developed another ritual. We would walk in the forest 
collecting things that appealed to us: leaves, flowers, feathers, sheep wool, interesting 
bits of wood. When we felt we had enough, they were fashioned into small ‘artistic 
creations’, and hung from the branches of trees, usually where these overhung a 
path and would be seen – or felt – by other walkers. Our artist friend, called this 
“honouring the trees”, but I think “because it’s fun” is as good an explanation!

Nice and natural-looking
Anger more than delight, sorrow more than joy, stir people to action. This is pretty 
much what happened here, in response to news late in 2010 that the Dean, along 
with other parts of the public forestry estate, might be about to be “disposed of”.2 

Our anger was eventually rewarded, here and around the country. The threat was 
dropped (i.e. postponed). 

I note from the autumn 2011 National Trust magazine that "When the nation rose 
against the Government’s push to sell swathes of forestry land […] it became clear 
just how much our woodlands and trees mean to us".

This positive remark, like many similar reactions, doesn’t actually tackle the questions 
it begs: How much do we value them? In what ways? And why? The implication 
usually involves notions expressed as, for instance, “escape from modern urban 
life	 to	 the	 wild”,	 “getting	 back	 to	 nature”,	 “our	 inherent	 love	 of	 Nature”;	 and	
nowadays, the freedom and challenge of wilderness. For example,” ‘saving’ the 
Forest of Dean” normally meant preserving England’s so-called foremost oak forest, 
its wildlife, its amethyst carpets when the bluebells are in flower. And why do we 
want to save our woods and trees?...

Because they have intrinsic value? Because they are ‘natural’, and natural things are 
increasingly scarce? Because they are there? Because we love them?3 Because they are 
our brothers and sisters – and mother? Because we, as much as they, are part of Nature, 
and a hurt to them is a hurt to us?... No. Because we like to look at them (or hear or 
smell	them);	because	we	like	to	walk,	run,	cycle,	ride,	and	drive	through	what	we	think	
of as a nice, wild-and-natural-looking (but actually tame, planted, heavily managed, 
and	mostly	exotic)	 landscape;	because	such	a	supposedly	natural	ecosystem	forms	a	
relaxing / exciting backdrop to our activities, and because we’ve recently discovered 
that they perform a number of ecosystem and cultural services, some of them critical.4

At two with Nature
We are encouraged to value living things, habitats, biological processes such as 
photosynthesis and decomposition, energy flows, and Nature generally, for the 
services	 they	provide	 for	 us.	Well:	 that	 is	 one	way	of	 looking	 at	 it;	 but	 this	 has	
implications. It may not be quite what Woody Allen meant by us being “at two with 
Nature”,	but	 it	certainly	doesn’t	make	us	at	one.	 ‘Service’	 implies	serving;	which	
implies	servant;	which	implies	master.	Isn’t	it	just	a	tiny	bit	arrogant	to	call	ourselves	
such things as Masters of Nature – or just Managers of the Planet?5 I think it is, and 
try hard to avoid using such language. It is almost impossible. 

There is also the problem that ecology is partly about leaks. I hear someone said I’d 
just described an example of a ‘human ecosystem’. Yes, if that is how you use the 
term. But (for me) ecosystems aren’t – can’t be – discrete. They leak energy, materials 
(all the way up from what one of my teachers delighted in calling ‘toms’ to monstrous 
molecules), - genes, and species. We can’t – nothing can – put a fence around ‘ours’, 
or a wilderness, or any sort in-between. They are, after all, a concept.6

The Forest of Dean is – isn’t it? – more of a garden than raw nature. It is one of our 
first (forest) parks. There is ‘wild’ here, but no wilderness. You might say that it is a 
piece of Nature – but is it ‘natural’?... Silly question: of course it is!

Do you see what I see?
Which way I am voting may not be clear: am I saying we are a ‘part of Nature’, or 
that we are not? No. I mean I think that We – in this case people concerned about 
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Nature staring back...? An ancient oak still standing in an avenue in the Wye valley.

the future of the Dean – if asked that question would express the view that as the 
forest is an entity made up of living things, amongst which other living things live, 
and that either such living things are what we mean by Nature, or at least that 
they are parts of Nature – that is, they are natural. But many (at least) are not: our 
language, our concepts, and our prevailing culture, conspire (as it were) to get us to 
leave aside our knowledge that these things are human-made, or human managed, 
and to put them out of habit in a box (usually labelled ‘Nature’) different from the 
box (which is still sometimes labelled ‘Special Creation’, or ‘Made in the Divine 
Image’) that we put ourselves in.

This does seem to be a mistake – or if not a mistake, a habit that has caused us a 
lot of trouble. 

A part of what isn’t there?
So it seems to me.7 Asking the question “Are humans part of Nature or apart from 
Nature?” can be a useful conversation (or seminar) opener, but it seems to be an 
invalid question. There is no ‘Nature’. Mu. 

If ‘Nature’ is limited to living things – animals, plants, and the rest – the majority, 
down-scale beyond the bacteria and Archaea – it’s a redundant term, an alternative 
to Life. If it is Life, The Universe & Everything – the virtual world of the computer 
included8 –, it isn’t needed as there is nothing left to be not-Nature.

A diverse part of the ancient forest? No: the bottom of the author's garden. 
Photo: Jane Spray
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Redundant, or unnecessary? If the concept is troublesome, could we not manage 
without the word? Isn’t there an opportunity to do as William of Occam suggested, 
and declare a part of the world less complicated? I think it is time we got Occam’s 
razor out of the cupboard…9

Notes & references
1. Ritual is perhaps not the best word here. ‘Demonstrative act’ may be better.

2. Relevant articles in ECOS	include	several	in	32	(1),	2011;	R.	Bodgitt,	‘Forest	politics	–	the	battle	for	the	
status	quo’,	and	M.	Spray,	‘Stasis	in	the	forest?’,	33	(2),	2012;	pp.	2-5	and	6-8.	Issue	32	(3-4),	2011,	
includes much interesting material on people and woodland.

3. I tentatively explored this sensitive topic in ‘Also he loved a tree’, ECOS 28(1) 27-40, 2007.

4. Relevant articles in ECOS include M. Spray & A. Parfitt, ‘A step in the right direction’, and J. Bowers, 
‘Ecosystem services – beyond monetary value?’, 32 (2), 2011, pp. 1-8 and 9-13. On cultural services, the 
following examples are interesting reading: Eco-cultural production. Literature review, at york.ac.uk/media/
sei/documents/Literature%20Review.pdf;	Arts and humanities perspectives on cultural ecosystem services, 
(Arts & Humanities Working Group Final Report, 2014), at uknea.unep-wcmc.org/Resources/tabid/82/
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ecosystem services framework’, Proc. National Academy of Science 109 (nr. 46) Nov. 13 2012, and follow-
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5. I am thinking of such titles as Managing the planet (Norman Moss, Earthscan, 2000), but also Gaia. The 
practical science of planetary medicine (James Lovelock, Gaia Books, 1991).

6. Moreover: “The term ‘ecosystem’ carries epistemological implications that are often not well appreciated. 
[…] [S]ome systems scientists […] draw a sharp distinction between the physical object of study and the 
associated mental image […] this latter abstraction being considered that which is properly termed ‘the 
system’, writes ecologist R.E. Ulanowicz in Toward a more exact ecology, ed. Peter J. Grubb & John B. 
Whittaker, Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1989.

7. ‘Doing without nature’, ECOS 27 (1) 9-13, 2006, was an earlier attempt to write about this. I have adopted 
the capital N to indicate the common meaning of everything except humans and their things and doings. 
Questions	about	where	Nature	was	before	there	was	a	distinct	thing	we	can	call	H. sapiens usually aren’t asked.

8. See Sue Thomas, Technobiophilia, in this ECOS. See also N. Katherine Hayles, ‘Simulated nature and 
natural	simulations;	Rethinking	the	relation	between	the	beholder	and	the	world’,	in	Uncommon ground. 
Rethinking the human place in nature, ed. William Cronin, 1996, Norton.

9. The English Franciscan philosopher William of Occam (Ockham, Oakham, 1285-1347) may not himself 
have written the ‘razor’ that bears his name - Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem – ‘Entities 
are not to be multiplied beyond necessity’, or more roughly: ‘Keep it simple’ – but he does seem to have 
wanted us to declutter our thinking to see the world more clearly. 

Martin Spray is at spraypludds@hotmail.com

Family ties 
Human views of Nature – 
time to see goodness 
before wildness?
To be human is to be part of Nature. And yet to be human is to be different from the rest 
of Nature. We define ourselves by both, despite the contradiction. Like every teenager, 
the adolescent human species wrestles with the dilemma of wanting to belong, yet 
wanting to be different.

GAVIN SAUNDERS

“To be divided against Nature is to be divided against ourselves.” 
Wendell Berry (In Home Economics 1987)

Exploring difference
We are tribal primates, programmed to draw distinctions, and to notice how we 
differ from others. Looked at negatively we fear that without holding on to those 
dissimilarities we will sink into a greyness of homogeneity, and lose our identity. 
Looked at positively we revel in diversity, take delight in seeing a colourful reality 
which again, is defined by differences. That applies both within human society - to 
race, religion, gender – and without, to our view of humanity set alongside the rest 
of Nature.

We are attuned to difference, otherness, and contrast. Look at a creature with which 
you share 95% of your DNA and you will be more conscious of the differences 
between you and it, than the similarities, partly because we are accustomed to notice 
difference, and partly because the similarities we overlook all tend to be seen as givens 
(bodies, blood, bones, breath) – each one a set of miracles so apparently ubiquitous 
we barely notice them. That myopia is even more exaggerated, and darker, in how 
we relate to otherness in our own species: a Republican/Democrat barely notices that 
a Democrat/Republican is even human, and for some, the colour of the next person’s 
skin is more significant than any other trait – if it’s different from their own.

Yet we (or many of us, at least) yearn to find common ground – with our fellow 
men and women, and with Nature – to emphasise our family ties. By reaching out 
to all humanity, regardless of colour or politics, we want to celebrate our common 
humanity. By reaching out to the rest of Nature, we long to lose ourselves in 
wildness, find the wild creature within, run with the wolves.
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The world of conservation exhibits both the ‘essential difference’ and the ‘essential 
commonality’ mindsets, and indeed it should be a broad enough church to contain 
both. But there seems to me to be a confused thicket of perceptions of Nature 
and the wild, suffusing and confusing the statements of conservationists as much 

Albrecht Altdorfer, 'St George and the Dragon', painted in 1510. An example of the mixture of horror and 
fascination about Nature in late medieval art.  

Wiki Commons Open access

as everyone else. That muddle isn’t peculiar to conservationists – it is evidence of 
a dilemma at the core of being human. On the one hand, Nature is a context 
for human life and human consciousness: we can’t be human without recognising 
our naturalness. And yet at the very same time we also can only be human by 
contrasting ourselves with the ‘otherness’ of the rest of Nature. 

A confused adolescence
These questions of identity are hard to consider objectively because they are so 
deeply, historically ingrained in our culture, stretching back more than two millennia. 
Our current position in time and culture serves as a filter which fundamentally 
affects our view of the world around us. 

Living at another time, we would have seen the rest of Nature very differently from 
how we do now. Pre-industrial tribal communities lived their lives more closely 
alongside the rest of wild Nature and as a result were very conscious of kinship and 
connection with their fellow creatures. Those creatures were their source of food, 
source of danger, source of competition, and also their source of imagery and, via 
the shamans in their midst, their connection to spirit.

Subsequently the long course of Modernism (in the sense of the loose collective 
historical catch-all beginning with the Renaissance, and followed by the Reformation, 
the Enlightenment, and the Scientific and Industrial Revolutions), has, in many 
respects, been a grand project to humanise wild Nature – or at least, to try to do so. 
Nature came to be seen as raw material, as something to be tamed and civilized in 
tune with the Divine Order on the journey towards an unearthly salvation beyond 
this grubby physicality.

The barricaded, logic-fuelled crusade against Nature which held sway for centuries 
was questioned by the Romantic movement of the nineteenth century, which re-
established reverence and awe for Nature, albeit viewed from a rather comfortable 
distance. But that counter-culture too had its risky side. It encouraged us to gaze 
upon Nature as the Edenic source of goodness and purity, contrasted with the fallen 
human character. And the seeds sown by the Romantics have given rise to the lush 
growth of the contemporary view of wilderness, expressed today by the many in 
the Rewilding movement. 

Today, our cultural constructs are built partly on the Modernist world view, but partly 
on the Romantic backlash to it, and as a result we’ve inherited a rather schizophrenic 
attitude to the rest of Nature’s family. If we conceive of modern humanity as currently 
being in the midst of its adolescence as a species, it perhaps becomes easier to 
understand this confused view. Human beings in the twenty-first century behave 
like teenagers in some very significant respects. They are able to do a lot of things, 
but perhaps lack the wisdom to do some of those things wisely. They are obsessed 
with newness, status and wealth. And they constantly want to assert their distance 
from and superiority to their parents – ie the rest of Nature – albeit secretly craving 
a cuddle from their mum or dad, in quiet moments of introspection and doubt. So 
obviously we humans see ourselves as different, just as every teenager does. 
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Human or natural – the wrong question?
Are human beings part of Nature, or separate from it? My own gut instinct is to 
say yes, I do think human beings are part of Nature. By extension, I also think 
that human works, like iPhones or jumbo jets, because they are made by organic, 

‘Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog’ by the German Romantic artist Caspar David Friedrich, c.1818.    
An example of the 19th Century Romantic ideal of wild Nature.   

Wikimedia Commons, open-source .

living creatures using what at least begin as natural ingredients, are therefore also 
‘natural’, in the strict sense. However, I clearly see that once one decides that human 
beings, including their ‘works’, are part of Nature, one quickly slides down the 
logical slope to the conclusion that, ergo, everything is Nature and hence nothing 
is. So it becomes a rather redundant notion.  

But there is more to it than that. The qualities we value in wild Nature, are qualities 
we can carry through into our own lives and works – or choose to jettison in that 
transition. If we are contemptuous of the raw materials we glean from Nature, we 
become similarly careless about the products of those raw materials. In this sense, 
being ‘materialistic’ is not necessarily a bad thing, if you care for the wholeness of 
your materials. Indeed, we may be truer to our wild natures if we are materialistic 
than if we are cerebral and detached from the physicality of life, and of ‘good work’.

Looked at another way, we are different from the rest of Nature in the same way 
that any species is different from all the rest – but that difference need not be seen 
as putting us outside of Nature. If we see Nature as origin, place of birth and source 
of our nurturing – as the etymology of the word suggests – we can see that it is 
impossible ever to be truly separated from our mothers. We may become distant – 
may never write and hardly ever even phone - but the ties still bind.

The presence of a wider natural world, like a wider family, is an important 
contextualisation for our own human journey. As Wendell Berry has written, “We 
measure ourselves against Nature, against the best of our own works and that of other 
creatures. If we don’t, we become destructive of Nature and ourselves”. However, 
I increasingly find myself asking whether the constant fixation by conservationists 
on measuring ‘naturalness’ and searching after ‘wildness’, is somehow missing the 
point. Rather than worrying about whether something is or isn’t wild, perhaps the 
question we should ask instead is ‘Is this good for us? Good for our place?’

Wild v Human or Better v Worse ?
I begin to think a much better yardstick for comparing human beings and doings 
with the ‘rest’ of Nature is not to judge how natural or unnatural they are, but 
instead to ask, simply, whether they are ‘better’ or ‘worse’ manifestations of what 
Nature can be - better in terms of whether they yield good outcomes - more life, 
healthier life, prolonged life.  I think ancient woodlands and rain forests and wild 
mountains are ‘better’ (for us, and for the planet) than dustbowls and monocultures. 
I think Turner paintings and Ted Hughes poems and food banks and Medicins Sans 
Frontiers are also ‘better’ manifestations of Nature than Kalashnikovs or concrete or 
migrant traffickers or Trump. But I don’t think that the simple fact of being human 
is inherently worse than the simple fact of being non-human (ie wild). That’s the 
point. And I find myself increasingly alienated by a conservation narrative which 
lauds the wild and demeans the human, per se. Because I think that attitude will 
ultimately be self-defeating.

Defining what is good or less good involves value judgments and is not 
straightforward. But there are yardsticks by which to measure whether things or 
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actions are good. Do they promote life and health rather than death and suffering? 
Do they bring people together rather than drive them apart? Do they keep things 
fresh, diverse, vibrant? Do they find the positive rather than focus on the negative? 
It’s not an unreasonably sweeping statement to say that wild Nature – and the best 
of human nature – do just that.

References and notes
I’m probably most influenced by the works of Gary Snyder and Wendell Berry for the strands of ideas that I’m trying 
to explore in this piece. There are too many specific sources to mention, but these two are good places to look for 
wise words:

Gary Snyder The Practice of the Wild (1990) Counterpoint

Wendell Berry ‘Standing on Earth’ Selected Essays (1991), Golgonooza Press

Gavin Saunders is current chair of BANC and co-leads Neroche Woodlanders, the social 
enterprise in the public forest in Somerset. gavin@nerochewoodlanders.org 

Engineering is not only a human trait...  A cobweb at dawn in a dewy forest in Somerset . 
Photo: Gavin Saunders
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COMMON GROUND 
Rob Cowen 
Hutchinson, 2015, 352 pages 
ISBN 978-0091954550 Pbk, £8.99

Reading Common Ground disconcertingly 
immersed me in the complex and 
layered narrative strata of a shabby, 
dog-eared, left over corner of ground 
near the author’s home in Bilton, 
North Yorkshire. This is a patch of land 
we so often pass and only fleetingly 
observe, what Marion Shoard coined as 
edgeland. Shoard wrote that “we may 
not notice it, but it is here that much 
of our current environmental change… 
is taking place” in spite of which, 

“edgelands have become the lowest 
grade of landscape in UK landscape 
conservation terms”.1

Common Ground is most certainly a book 
of our epoch, catching the zeitgeist of 
our growing recognition that something 
is wrong with our environmental 
stewardship both locally and globally – or 
to use that recently coined term glocally. 

Concealing an investigative autobiographical 
thread, we quickly traverse these 
geographical boundaries and plunge 
into a series of nightscapes which are 
metaphorical and real and all caught with 
the keen gimlet eye of a hawk. This small 
landscape, described in the way a fugitive 
painter might, is expansive beyond mere 
description and can only be described 
as utterly immersive and experiential. 
In the first few chapters, like a Magic 
Lantern show, nocturnes merge into 
early mornings as Cowen’s drive to self-
discovery through feral trespassing and 
soaking up the dark’s cosmic interchange 
with a night-chilled nature seen though 
the celestial canopy of barbed wire and 
hedgerow, act as a shamans’ revelation 
of our relation to local land. 

The book is in part an essay on light, 
suggesting a remixing of Aqinas’ notions 
of different light forms – lux, lumen and 
splendor – in this case sodium lights, 
screen light, traffic, trains and fluid night 
skies;	 a	 kind	 of	 naturalist	 poet’s	 vision	
equivalent to Joseph Wright of Derby. 
This is however nature at the tipping 
point seen through the lacuna of animals 
increasingly starved of their habitat and 
resources and forced to encroach on our 
own metro-spatial existence.

The book is a cypher of life cycles from 
inception to birth (uncertain death always 
stalks near) with nature seen through 
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the eyes of the shape-shifting hare (Sir 
Hare was the author’s nick-name when 
young) to the mysterious and sudden 
seasonal shifts marked through the arrival 
and departure of swifts. One story of a 
local enthusiast’s concern for the seeming 
disappearance of ‘key indicator’ species of 
red admiral butterfly and the subsequent 
Bilton Conservation Group is skillfully 
interwoven with stories from deep history 
- nature seen through the eyes of a stag 
during the medieval hunt, the patch 
of common ground being part Bilton’s 
original Royal Forest, a DNA of hunting 
connected to our Mesolithic ancestors. 
Enclosure rides hand in hand with these 
stories as first humans and then animals 
are disenfranchised of their birthrights.

Throughout all these stories the 
local River Nidd’s dark waters tumble 
cementing a timeline to the narratives 
and echoing the gradual crescendo 
towards the birth of the author’s first 
child. This is a right of passage where 
the author realizes his new family’s 
proximity to the nature, animals, history 
and myths connected to this small patch 
of land near his home.

The book is a timely reminder of the 
fragile hold we have on our planet 
and our place within its living systems. 
Here is a call to seriously reflect on the 
seeming endlessly diminishing scraps of 
earth and cornered land we call nature 
and to which we owe our very existence 
and being. Common Ground tells 
fabulous stories with unique visionary 
qualities and stands out as a distinctive 
book that is deeply informative for the 
naturalist and lay reader alike. 

1.  Shoard, M (2002). ‘Edgelands’ in Remaking the 
Landscape, Profile Books. 

Edward Chell

 

THE ASH TREE 
Oliver Rackham 
Little Toller Books, 2014, 184 pages 
ISBN 978-1908213426 Pbk, £10

For the last 30 years, Oliver Rackham has 
been the eminence grise of historical 
ecology and forest history. So it is fitting 
that this, his last book written just 
before his death in late 2014, should 
pay tribute to a tree that is itself likely 
soon to disappear from our woodlands 
and rural landscapes. Ash dieback 
(Chalara fraxinea) is a highly pathogenic 
fungus that was first identified in the UK 
in 2013. Since its introduction, probably 
through a combination of transmission 
via the live plant trade and wind-blown 
spore dispersal from mainland Europe, 
the pathogen has killed large numbers 
of trees. In parts of East Anglia and the 
South East, the landscape consequences 
are already all too clear. But we are still 
in the early stages of an outbreak that 
is likely to have eliminated the vast 
majority of mature and semi-mature ash 
trees by the time it has run its course. 

Rackham argues that we will soon be 
missing a tree that, until now, has never 
quite gained the cultural kudos of the 
oak. This is despite the fact that, along 
with thorns, ash is more widely referenced 
than any other native tree in the names of 
towns, villages and hamlets throughout 
Britain. It is also one of the most versatile 
timbers used in woodland crafts. The Ash 
Tree offers detailed descriptions of how ash 
has been used historically in carpentry of 
various sorts but also in wheelrighting and 
wainwrighing. It remains one of the most 
useful of all timbers for those working 
with wood. Artists down the centuries 
have been similarly appreciative. Rackham 
tells us that the ash was Constable’s 
favourite tree, while poets from Hardy to 
Seamus Heaney have sung its praises as 
the Venus of the woods. In true Rackham 
fashion, the book takes a scholarly amble 
through the world of ash, documenting 
the ash tree in prehistory, talking about 
veteran or otherwise exceptional ash trees 
and discoursing on how ash is currently 
distributed both as widely scattered 
landscape trees and in plantations, recent 
established woodland and wood pasture. 
We are told, for instance, that until the 
arrival of ash dieback, the twentieth 
century had been relatively kind to ash. 
Along with birch, it is the commonest self-
maintained tree and is currently one of 
the chief woodland trees of England. 

As might be expected, this is a book 
that celebrates the importance of ash in 
ecological, historical and cultural terms 
but it also bemoans the reasons for 
its imminent demise. As he says in the 
Introduction, the author has more reason 
that most to be angry about the current 
pest and disease threat facing our native 
trees, woods and forests. He was an 
early critic of current forestry policy and 
practices and “an environment geared 
to the bureaucrats and at odds with the 

real world of trees and parasites” and 
has consistently warned of the risks to 
tree health that are associated with the 
live plant trade. There is usually little that 
can be done once a pest or pathogen 
has arrived and begun to spread. What 
is needed is better prevention and that 
means much tighter regulation, or even 
downscaling, of the trade. Why, he asks, 
have we been putting the health of our 
trees at risk by importing ash saplings by 
the million from places where ash dieback 
is already known to be widespread when 
it is one of the easiest trees to allow to 
regenerate naturally? The increasingly 
globalized trade in live trees and plants 
has a lot to answer for. 

The fundamental problem, according 
to Rackham, has deeper roots in our 
view of trees as “mere articles of trade, 
to be made and imported in industrial 
quantities from elsewhere” and in the 
casual way in which plants and soil are 
shipped and flown around the world in 
industrial quantities. In the closing pages 
of the book, the author calls for an end 
to our obsession with planting trees in 
favour of natural regeneration and better 
woodland care and management. It 
would be a disaster if the main response 
to the death of the ash is further mass 
planting of substitute species, most of 
the stock shipped in from elsewhere. 
Let’s hope Defra is listening.

Clive Potter 

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS OF BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND 
Tim Bailey & Stewart McPherson 
Redfern Books, 2016, 200 pages  
ISBN: 978-1-908787-23-1 Pbk, £12.99

There are but a few wild sundews just 
hanging on in London, so quite why I 
bought this book was as much down 
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to curiosity as anything. But if, like me, 
you’re intrigued by those plants that need 
some added nutrients from the odd fly or 
beetle, then this is a great introduction to 
those which are living wild in Britain and 
Ireland. It is a richly illustrated guide to 
the country’s bladderworts, butterworts 
and sundews and various hybrids, and 
those carnivorous plants – pitcher-plants 
mainly – that have, not so curiously, found 
a home on these shores from elsewhere. 

It serves both as a field guide – rucksack-
friendly and with a protective cover – 
and as a solid reference. An overview 
of each group of plant is provided, with 
line drawings to articulate points of note, 
and each of the 20 species and hybrids 
are described separately, with selected 
photographs to stress their particular 
characteristics especially as many of 
them are similar. Small distribution maps 
provide a snapshot of their whereabouts. 
The evolution of carnivorous plants, 
including Charles Darwin’s observations 
of sundews in Sussex in 1860, is discussed 

with sharp clarity, as well as the means 
by which each family of plants captures 
and dispatch their prey. Somewhat oddly, 
there is also a brief look at those species 
found in the UK Overseas Territories – less 
relevant to most readers, perhaps, than 
those of northern Europe. Nevertheless, 
the conservation implications for these 
plants, given their strong associations 
with bogs and fens, is succinctly 
expressed, as is the thriving horticultural 
interest in rearing such plants. 

The book is clearly a labour of love of 
the authors, both active in the world of 
carnivorous plants, and their enthusiasm 
comes across in the detailed text and over 
200 sumptuous images (the front cover of 
a damsel fly stuck on a sundew is beautiful, 
even in its gory eventuality), although 
the layout is somewhat crammed. Soon 
after I bought the book a Venus’ fly-trap 
was found flowering in one of London’s 
few bogs (for which my employers are 
responsible). It was clearly planted there, 
but I nevertheless turned to this book as a 
reference. I learnt more flicking through its 
fact-filled pages than from more weighty 
tomes. It is well structured, underpinned 
by an extensive bibliography, written with 
the interested general conservationist in 
mind, and providing a good grounding 
to a fascinating group of plants which are 
rarely considered outside specialist circles.

Mathew Frith

 
THE HUNT FOR THE GOLDEN MOLE 
All Creatures Great and Small  
and Why They Matter  
Richard Girling 
Vintage, 2014, 312 pages 
ISBN 978-0-099-57193-3 Pbk, £9.99

Ostensibly this book is about the author’s 
quest for “an animal so rare that a 

sighting has never been recorded”. All 
that has been recorded is a fragment of 
bone found in an owl pellet. This is the 
Somali Golden Mole, and Girling sets out 
to see that particular fragment of bone 
and meet the Italian scientist responsible 
for naming the species. What the book 
is really about is the relationships 
between people and animals and how 
these are expressed. There is much 
about hunters, scientists, and species’ 
extinctions. Most issues are framed 
within a conventional view of nature, so 
deer are ‘a scourge’ and rabbits and grey 
squirrels are ‘pestilential’ and there are 
things labelled as ‘alien’ species. After 
the introductory remarks the golden 
mole disappears (well, it is a mole) until 
chapter four.

The book is not so much a narrative as a 
series of separate journeys and episodes, 
some of which could usefully have been 
omitted. For example, there is a minutely 

detailed account of the travel and other 
frustrations of a day trip to London. 
This is nothing more than a grumpy old 
man’s rant, finishing with a heartless 
complaint that a suicide delaying a train 
is just another irritation, with no nod 
to the human tragedy involved. In the 
middle of the book we are suddenly 
taken into a treatise on the history and 
practice of taxonomy. Elsewhere there 
are sudden switches, for example, from 
African megafauna, to a spate of rhino 
horn thefts from British museums, to 
our spiritual feelings about wildlife. 

There are surprises of course, like the 
somewhat bold statement that “the 
environmental movement has been 
hijacked by the political left”. This may 
be a well-known piece of right-wing 
rhetoric but I’m not sure it is true. It is 
also said that “ornithologists are the 
most important group in conservation”, 
and that “nomenclature is an academic 
diversion, a kind of hobby science”.

Having said that, there is much of 
interest, if only to remind the reader of 
some of the big issues rumbling in the 
background of nature conservation, 
and the ways people respond to them. 
Importing foxes for hunting to Britain 
in the 19th Century for instance, or the 
difficulties of defining what a species is, 
and the need to engage communities in 
conserving local wildlife wherever in the 
world they happen to be (“Conservation 
is not popular where communities 
feel their interests are secondary to 
wildlife”.). I could though have done 
without the frequent appearance of 
long and tiresome lists, whether of 
explorers, species or places.

I learnt a lot of things, and had to 
unlearn a few. For example, it is said 
that powdered rhino horn is not sold as 
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an aphrodisiac, Sir David Attenborough 
first appeared on television almost 
accidentally when another presenter 
became ill, and apparently it is “not easy 
to make a business case for wildlife”. The 
last statement is astounding in this age 
of ecosystems services, natural capital 
and, more mundanely, eco-tourism. 

What was especially interesting 
was a detailed account of Flora and 
Fauna International’s work in Africa, 
combining wildlife conservation, cattle 
ranching, economic development and 
local culture, in what Girling describes 
as a “virtuous circle”. It is surprising 
though that he does not mention the 
history of the Serengeti in relation 
to keeping domestic cattle. Until the 
arrival of rinderpest disease there were 
probably more cattle than wild animals 
in the Serengeti.

It should be apparent from the above 
that the Somali golden mole is really a 
bit player or, at best, a catalyst for the 
author’s thoughts and ideas. Towards the 
end of the book he poses the question 
“How am I to put this together into a 
cogent narrative?” This should have 
been addressed much earlier, because 
a cogent narrative it is not. Rather than 
a golden mole though, there may be 
a golden thread running through the 
many stories: for those of us who think 
about such things there are countless 
moral and ethical dilemmas presented 
by all the ways we interact with, exploit, 
and try to conserve, other species.

As Girling says, in the Anthropocene “… 
when man and nature dance together, it 
is not always clear who leads”.

Peter Shirley

 

BLOOM 
Edward Chell, Tim Corum, Anna 
Ricciardi & Hugh Warwick 
Horniman Museum & Gardens,  
2015, 96 pages 
ISBN 987-1-093338-05-06 Pbk, £15 
from www.edwardchell.com

Edward Chell is an artist with the curious 
botanical eye of a roving flaneur scudding 
the floristic edgelands. He has held a 
number of exhibitions giving light to the 
largely invisible vegetation that adorns 
the country’s familiar gritty landscapes we 
largely choose to ignore. The language 
of botanical field guides and museum 
displays are integral to his narratives. 
The Garden of England (2009) and Soft 
Estate (2014) explored the plants of the 
motorway edge with paintings using 
road dust, etched car parts, and a film 
of roadside shrines, whilst Eclipse (2013) 
featured a series of woodland and 
roadside plants captured in silhouette over 
one year. Chell’s premise is that “in today’s 

countryside, uncontrolled wilderness only 
springs up in the margins of our transport 
networks and the semi-derelict grid plans 
of industrialised corridors. These soft 
estates invite… new ways of looking and 
new forms of visual representation.” 

Bloom, published to coincide with his 
exhibition at the wonderful Horniman 
Museum in south London last year, is 
his latest botanical florescence. This 
time he uses as his base the astonishing 
cyanotypes (blue ‘sun prints’) of algae 
created by Anna Atkins in 1843 for 
her Photographs of British Algae: 
Cyanotype Impressions which is, 
remarkably, thought to be the first 
publication to feature photographic 
images. She placed the algae, mainly 
seaweed fronds, on paper treated with 
ferric ammonium citrate and potassium 
ferricyanide, exposed them to sunlight 
and then washed them in water, leading 
to the uncovered areas of the paper 
turning a deep indigo blue. What’s 
powerful about these is that Atkins 
seemed to be very aware of the aesthetic 
potency of her cyanotypes, not just their 
scientific value, and it is this sense that 
serves to underpin Chell’s expressions  
in Bloom. 

It is a striking book, the cover adorned 
with a bold silhouette of spiky-leaved 
Oregon-grape (a typical housing 
estate shrub, but one of my least 
favoured), and richly illustrated inside 
with Chell’s own – rather stunning – 
ultramarine takes on cyanotypes of 
some of our most familiar urban flora, 
including woolly thistle, tansy, privet, 
Oxford ragwort, wormwood, gorse, 
and dandelion. Bloom features three 
smartly paced essays: one by Anna 
Riccardi on a portrait of the rather 
overlooked Atkins and her audacious 
prints;	 another	 by	 Hugh	 Warwick	 on	

the age-old ecological controversies of 
non-native plants, hybridisation and the 
potential future consequences of GM 
crops;	 the	 third,	 by	 Chell,	 investigates	
the culture of botanical displays from 
16th century cabinets of curiosities to 
today’s museums tracking the inevitable 
extinctions of the natural world.

The roots of Bloom, as referenced in 
Chell’s earlier works, echo those of 
Richard Mabey, who from the 1970s 
– in The Unofficial Countryside, the 
Roadside Wildlife Book, and Landlocked 
to name a few – opened our eyes to 
the nature of the modern day and, in 
contrast to many ecologists’ views of 
the time, sought for a deeper cultural 
and spiritual relationship with it in an 
increasingly technological world. Chell 
explores this further with a playful 21st 
century eye, but not without poignancy, 
given that nature conservation in 
Britain is struggling again with the 
political implications of a disinterested 
if not antagonistic UK government. 
He demonstrates that observations of 
plants and a desire to replicate them 
hasn’t changed for hundreds of years, 
but that the cultural drivers have, as 
has the nature we’re observing. The 
stormclouds of the Anthropocene are 
referenced as a given.

Bloom, unsurprisingly, is neither a field 
guide nor a critique on the state of 
nature. But it has a touch of both, and in 
a delightful way it captures the zeitgeist 
of the tensions at play between our need 
to document the world around us, and 
the changing and conflicting values we 
place on nature. I look forward to Chell’s 
next take on the flowers around us.

Mathew Frith
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HALF-EARTH 
Our Planet’s Fight for Life  
Edward O. Wilson 
Norton, 2016, 272 pages 
ISBN 978-1631490828 Hbk, £16.99

I came to this book having first read Gaia 
Vince’s Adventures in the Anthropocene1 and 
Gerardo Ceballos, Anne and Paul Ehrlich’s 
The Annihilation of Nature.2 From different 
standpoints these works report on how 
the human species is reshaping the world, 
sweeping away most of life in the process. EO 
Wilson extols the value of the ‘biosphere’ and 
its denizens, whereas Vince’s narrative focuses 
on the human perspective by highlighting the 
ingenuity of some remarkable individuals 
adapting to environmental challenges. 
Reading Ceballos et al is unremittingly 
depressing. They see population growth and 
resource consumption at the heart of the 
extinction crisis, but I am disappointed with 
their suggestion that hunting has a role to 
play in conservation. 

Wilson’s book combines an elegiac 
story with challenging preconceptions 
and deepening our understanding 
of the earth and its ecosystems: “the 
surf may at first seem lifeless, but 
the opposite is true… it is home to a 
legion of invertebrate animals, twice 
the number found at the edge of a 
woodland”. His thesis is that extinction 
is already nearly 1,000 times the rate of 
prehuman levels, and is accelerating. 
The extinguishing of millions of years 
of “evolutionary glory is a tragedy” in 
the loss of much of the 2 million species 
known to science and the 6 million 
ones likely to be forced into extinction 
before they become known. The only 
way to halt extinction is to increase 
the current c.15 per cent of protected 
land and 3 per cent of the oceans into 
creating reserves totalling 50 per cent of 
the earth, and he identifies candidate 
areas across the globe. In so doing he 
is critical of the ‘Extreme Anthropocene’ 
view that no true wildernesses exist any 
more, and that species should only be 
allowed to prevail depending upon their 
usefulness for humans. On the contrary, 
Wilson asserts, wildernesses left alone 
will endure. 

There are insights in Wilson’s book that 
illustrate the extinction story vividly, ranging 
from his observation that life exists as much 
in the myriad of complex relationships 
between small animals as amongst larger 
ones, to his reflections on his encounter 
with two young Sumatran rhinos. I 
particularly liked his roll call of extinct fish, 
which reminded me of Armistice Day when 
clergy call out the names of soldiers who 
fell in our wars, bringing them a ‘whisper’ 
closer to life: ‘the phantom shiner, the 
graceful priapelta’.

But what of the drivers of extinction? 
Paleolithic hunter-gathers began the 

extinction process, “falling upon the 
planet like a hostile race of aliens” 
whose destructive tendencies increased 
through technological innovation. But 
looking ahead there is hope. Wilson 
argues that the human population 
will reach up to 12.3bn from 7.2bn, 
but that with increasing female 
independence birthrates will fall. 
Extensive will be replaced by intensive 
economic growth spearheaded by 
biology, nanotechnology and robotics, 
which will collectively serve to reduce 
humanity’s ecological footprint. Finally 
he says that only a major shift in moral 
reasoning with a greater commitment 
to the rest of life can meet the greatest 
challenge of the century. 

Wilson can claim to have observed 
trends in society, such as the growth 
in a different type of economic activity, 
but I am not sure where he conclusively 
sees the development of sufficient 
ethical concern necessary to establish 
his half-earth reserve. And while he 
demonstrates that new areas are 
increasingly becoming protected, at the 
time of writing I learned that one tenth 
of the world’s wildernesses have been 
destroyed in the last quarter century.3 
But I so want to believe in Wilson’s vision 
and at the very least he has given us a 
toolkit to make it a reality. Half-Earth is 
an indispensable and beautiful read.

1. Vince, Gaia (2014) Adventures in the 
Anthropocene: a Journey to the Heart of the 
Planet we Made Chatto & Windus

2. Ceballos, Gerardo, Ehrlich, Anne, H., Ehrlich, 
Paul R., (2015) The Annihilation of Nature: 
Human Extinction of Birds and Mammals, Johns 
Hopkins University Press

3. Watson, James E.M. et al, (2016) ‘Catastrophic 
Declines in Wilderness Areas Undermine Global 
Environment Targets,’ Current Biology

Simon Leadbeater 

FOXES UNEARTHED 
A Story of Love and Loathing in 
Modern Britain 
Lucy Jones 
Elliott & Thompson, 2016, 282 pages 
ISBN 978-1-78396-149-8 Hbk, £14.99

Foxes Unearthed is well structured, 
well balanced, well researched and well 
written. But it’s not so much about the 
fox, though there’s an abundance of foxy 
facts woven in, as about our relationship 
with the animal. The ambiguity of this 
relationship is summed up in a quote 
from one of the author’s interviewees: 
“I love foxes, they’re beautiful creatures 
but they are vermin.”

The first chapter is rather like an 
abbreviated version of the Reaktion 
Books natural history series, exploring 
how the fox has been represented in 
culture and literature. It takes the reader 
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from Roald Dahl’s Fantastic Mr Fox 
via medieval morality tales to the Old 
Testament and back. It even touches on 
former medicinal uses for the fox: “Adults 
were encouraged to tie the penis of a fox 
around their aching heads to relieve the 
pain of migraine”. More of a distraction 
than a relief I would have thought.

The four chapters that follow cover 
respectively: what foxes are perceived 
to	eat	and	what	they	actually	eat;	what	
controls fox populations and how we try 
to;	 the	 fox	hunting	 community	and	 its	
history;	 the	 hunt	 saboteur	 community	
and its history.

The well-researched accolade comes 
not just from the lost list of references, 
from scientific through journalistic to an 
abundance of personal interviews, but 
also because the author spends a day 
hunting with the hounds and another 
sabbing with the sabs (separate days 
as you can imagine). The final chapter 
deals with the fox that most of us know 
- the urban fox that has risen to be 
demonised by the press and loved by 
the public in equal measure. 

It’s hard to see how this book could have 
been any better. So why is it that I found 
it an effort to get through? I think this 
stems from a little over-stating of the 
issue. The fox isn’t the least understood 
wild animal, as it says on the dust jacket, 
it might even lay claim to be one of the 
best understood, and the polarisation 
that it can cause is widely known, at 
least in broad terms. So while I did learn 
a	 few	 things;	 historical	 fox	 hunters	 of	
note;	spurious	uses	for	bits	of	fox	etc.,	
there was a lot of familiarity with the 
facts and themes.

If you are someone who has, for 
example, encountered a fox in your 
garden and wants to know more 
about them, this would be an excellent 
overview. If you are a hunt supporter or 
a hunt saboteur, it would help you to see 
the other side. If on the other hand you 
already appreciate that our relationship 
with wildlife is a cocktail laced with 
history, culture, social background and 
psychological make-up then the theme 
of the book is standard fare. 

Ian Bond

ECOS in 2017
Thanks to all our readers for your continuing support. We hope the 2017 web 
format of ECOS will be to your liking. There will be six issues linked by email to you, 
each containing at least six articles plus a selection of book reviews. In-between 
ECOS editions BANC will be active with twitter debates and web updates. Please 
join in when you can - offering comments after articles will help generate debate 
and keep topics live.

Our coverage in 2017 will feature more on the fallout from Brexit, further reflections 
on rewilding, a theme on new technology in wildlife management, and examples of 
countryside conflicts. There will be reports from key conferences and events, and our 
deeper discussions will follow the 'humans part of nature?' debate, and grass-roots 
clashes with mainstream conservation bodies. The student article competition will 
begin later in 2017, where we select compelling writing from the new generation of 
conservationists. You the readers will vote for the overall winners!  See you in 2017...
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